
 

 
 

Section IV 

The Linguistic Atlas of French Polynesia 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Motivations for this atlas 

This Linguistic Atlas of French Polynesia is 
primarily a scholarly publication. It was produced 
by two linguists from the French C.N.R.S. (Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique), Jean-Michel 
CHARPENTIER and Alexandre FRANÇOIS. 

The idea behind this longhaul project is to pay 
tribute to the linguistic diversity of the vast terri-
tory of French Polynesia, a diversity which is 
widely underestimated. Often associated with the 
sole language of Tahiti, French Polynesia offers in 
reality a much richer linguistic landscape than is 
usually acknowledged. Indeed, the great family of 
Polynesian languages has a total of 37 languages, 
spoken on a vast area going from Tonga to Easter 
Island and from Hawai’i to New Zealand. Located 
right in the middle of this “Polynesian Triangle”, 
the territory of French Polynesia is home to seven 
distinct languages – not counting dialects – out of 
this total of 37: this represents 19 percent of the 
diversity within Polynesian. Yet this linguistic 
wealth is still underdocumented, and deserves to 
be better described and preserved. 

The first objective of this linguistic atlas is schol-
arship. It aims to provide information, in a synthet-
ic form, on languages and dialects of French Poly-
nesia, some of which are still poorly documented, 
and in danger of disappearing. This knowledge is 
indispensable for comparative work among Poly-
nesian languages, whether in a synchronic or a 
historic perspective. The study of these languages’ 
sociolinguistic dynamics – the topic of Section V – 
will also throw light on the current linguistic di-
versity of French Polynesia, and consider perspec-
tives for the future.  

In addition to its scholarly value, this atlas is also 
aimed at the local populations themselves, whose 
languages and cultures are extensively represent-

ed here. On the understanding that this work 
should have a dual purpose, a mid-way compro-
mise has been sought, so as to make this publica-
tion of interest both to expert scholars of the do-
main, and to a wider audience composed of Poly-
nesians enthusiastic about their rich cultural 
heritage.  

The Linguistic Atlas of French Polynesia 

No general study has ever been made of the lin-
guistic situation of French Polynesia.37 Several 
factors may explain this situation. The immensity 
of the area, and its numerous scattered islands and 
atolls where anchorage is risky, has always made it 
difficult to carry out extensive fieldwork in this 
territory. Travelling by schooner was always sub-
ject to trading imperatives; having to disembark on 
an atoll far from planned routes could have proved 
costly, especially as the return journey could only 
have been at the researcher’s own expense. Even a 
personal fortune would not have sufficed for such 
an undertaking in a single lifetime.  

During the first period of christianisation, mis-
sionaries began to study languages, even if their 
priorities remained religious. Some of them wrote 
lexicons, which are often lost today; others wrote 
complete dictionaries, which are today still con-
sidered as reference documents. In the 1920s and 
1930s, American institutions and research centres 
such as the Bishop Museum of Honolulu, carried out 
temporary missions in various parts of French 
                                                                 
37 The descriptive work carried out by Stimson (Stimson & 

Marshall 1964) remains unique in its kind, although 
somewhat limited as it concerns only the Tuamotu Ar-
chipelago. 
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Polynesia. These multidisciplinary missions cov-
ered various aspects of local cultures, and did not 
specifically focus on language documentation. A 
number of dictionaries and reference books were 
written during the 20th century (see the discussion 
p.86, and the bibliographical references p.2553). 
However, these were generally studies on a par-
ticular language or a specific group of dialects, 
never on French Polynesia as a whole. 

In the modern context of French Polynesia’s po-
litical unity, it was deemed appropriate to carry 
out a large-scale study, with the aim of represent-
ing the linguistic diversity of this territory, whilst it 
is still alive and observable. The best way to do 
justice to this diversity was to undertake an ambi-
tious work of lexicography: the Linguistic Atlas of 
French Polynesia. 

Setting up the project 

Credit for the idea of the current linguistic atlas 
should be given to Prof. Louise Peltzer – a Polyne-
sian native of Huahine (Leeward Islands), who is a 
University professor and specialist of the Tahitian 
language. While she was serving as Minister for 
Polynesian Cultures and Languages, she became 
acquainted with the linguistic atlas of Corsica, and 
was determined that a similar work should be 
done in French Polynesia. To do so, she contacted 
the “Oceanic Languages and Cultures” research 
team at LACITO (Langues et Civilisations à Tradition 
Orale), a department attached to Paris-based 
C.N.R.S. (Centre National de la Recherche Scienti-
fique). 

The work was split between two members of the 
department. Jean-Michel CHARPENTIER, who had al-
ready produced a similar atlas two decades earlier 
in Vanuatu (Charpentier 1982), took on the pro-
ject’s overall design, the preparation of a ques-
tionnaire, the consultation of bibliographical ref-
erences and, even more importantly, the patient 
collection of new data in the field. As for Alexandre 
FRANÇOIS, he undertook to organise this raw data 
into a vast database, which he then set out to 
transform into a collection of maps; in addition, 
François also took up the editorial and technical 
work for the preparation of the final, camera-ready 
manuscript. The text chapters were written by the 
two authors.38 

                                                                 
38  The initial draft of these chapters, written by 

Charpentier, was considerably edited and augmented by 
François. The second author chose however to preserve 

 

The project was supported by the University of 
French Polynesia, to whom we are deeply grateful, 
as well as by the French Centre National de la Re-
cherche Scientifique (C.N.R.S). Initiated in 2004, the 
project was originally meant to take two years. 
However, due to unforeseen teaching duties, it was 
necessary to extend the project by a few more 
years. Its progress was subject to the vagaries of 
budget, time spent in the field, changes within the 
territorial government, health issues for the field-
worker, and various commitments for both au-
thors. It is therefore with great relief that today we 
are finally able to present the results of these many 
years of effort. 

Why write a linguistic atlas? 

Typically, the idea of compiling a linguistic atlas 
emerges when speakers within a context of great 
dialectal variety become conscious of the threat 
facing their dialects. This is especially the case 
when ancestral vocabulary is progressively being 
replaced by a dominant language which younger 
generations deem prestigious, or socially more ef-
ficient. In French Polynesia, this feeling is all the 
more widespread that over the past two decades, 
profound upheavals in many domains have 
changed the lives and cultures of the island popu-
lations.  

The linguistic diversity of French Polynesia is 
threatened in two ways. French, the language of 
the colonizer, has already taken precedence in the 
daily lives of many inhabitants, whether they be of 
European or Polynesian descent. French is present 
in public institutions, education, economic circles 
as well as the media. In fact, it has even found its 
way into most households, and become the main 
language used at home in a considerable propor-
tion of the society. In the latest official census (ISPF 
2012), 69.99 percent of people aged 15 or more 
claim using French as their main language at home 
– as opposed to 28.25 percent for whom this role is 
still played by one of the Polynesian languages of 
the territory. Earlier on, a 2006 survey39 carried 
out with 600 Polynesian families living on Tahiti 
and Moorea showed that 54 percent of parents 
speak to their children in French, and 28 percent 
do so using a blend of French and Tahitian. Even 
                                                                                                 

the occasional use of the 1st person singular, used when 
Charpentier referred to himself. 

39 See Nocus, Guimard & Florin (2006); and more recently, 
Vernaudon & Fillol (2009), Vernaudon, Renault-Lescure 
& Léglise (2014). 
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more of a concern was the finding that 83 percent 
of the children respond to adults in French, as op-
posed to 5 percent who use Tahitian. This expan-
sion of the French language – which one may call 
Francisation (see p.108) – therefore takes place at 
the expense of the Polynesian languages tradition-
ally spoken in the country, including the major 
language, Tahitian. 

But although the language of Tahiti is affected by 
the pressure of French in the long term, it also ex-
erts a fatal pressure, in turn, upon other inherited 
languages of French Polynesia. Indeed, Tahitian 
has a two-fold status in the territory, as it is both a 
vernacular and a vehicular language. On the one 
hand, it is one of the country’s vernaculars, on the 
same footing as Marquesan or Mangarevan: it is 
the mother tongue of the area situated in the west 
of French Polynesia, including the Windward Is-
lands, Leeward Islands, as well as northwestern 
Tuamotus, or Tupua’i (Tubuai) in the Austral Is-
lands (see Map 3 p.75). On the other hand, in the 
rest of the territory, Tahitian is used as a second 
language – a lingua franca – alongside local ver-
naculars. Such a lingua franca would be used, for 
example, by two individuals originating from re-
mote archipelagos, in order to communicate with 
each other. 

For a number of reasons which we will examine 
in Section V, Tahitian is currently extending its in-
fluence all over the territory, at the expense of tra-
ditional languages. The phenomenon was already 
observed forty years ago (cf. Prevost 1970), and 
has since gained momentum. Thus, over the past 
150 years, the language of Tahiti has completely 
wiped out dialects spoken formerly in the area 
called Mihiroa to the north, and in Tupua’i to the 
south. 40  Consequently, a region such as the 
Tuamotus, with its vernacular “Pa’umotu”, is cur-
rently under pressure from both French and Tahi-
tian. The young generation tends to forget Pa’u-
motu, the language of its ancestors, and uses more 
and more vocabulary or expressions from Tahitian, 
the language of the capital. The influence of Tahi-
tian will indeed be conspicuous in the maps of this 
atlas; our footnotes will indicate whenever the 
phonetic shape of a word betrays interference with 
the language of Tahiti. 

The primary motivation of the current atlas is 
thus to document the linguistic diversity of the ter-
ritory, before the expansion of Tahitian – and of 
                                                                 
40 This territorial expansion of Tahitian can be clearly ob-

served in Map 3 p.64. 

French – eventually wipes it out altogether. 

This atlas intends to provide the scholarly com-
munity with new linguistic documentation, there-
by adding to previous publications. In parallel, this 
book should also meet the didactic needs of local 
teachers. These teachers are rarely natives of the 
place in which they work, and are often confronted 
with students whose mother tongue differs from 
the dominant dialect. Also, the young generations 
who often have a passive and partial knowledge of 
their linguistic legacy, will be able to reclaim the 
language of their ancestors, if only to understand 
traditional songs and legends, or the meaning of 
place names.  

This atlas will be used as a reference for various 
academies across the country – not only for those 
already in place (the Académie Tahitienne created 
in 1974, the Académies Marquisiennes created in 
2000, and the Académie des Tuamotus in 2008), 
but also the one in project for Mangareva. It should 
also be of interest for numerous cultural associa-
tions spread all over the territory. These erudite 
committees will have at their disposal an instru-
ment which will enable them to distinguish among 
dialects, trace the origin of loanwords, or under-
stand linguistic change over time.  

French Polynesia: how many languages? 

Linguistic diversity, in the territory occupied today 
by French Polynesia, dates back to ancient times. 
This comes in contrast with most other modern 
states within the Polynesian triangle, which are 
generally characterized by relative linguistic uni-
formity. 

Setting aside those languages which have been 
introduced since the beginning of European colo-
nisation (French, English, varieties of Chinese…), 
all indigenous languages of this vast territory are 
Polynesian. Polynesian languages all belong to the 
group of languages known as “Oceanic”, itself a 
branch of the vast family of Austronesian lan-
guages. Historically, the ancestors of French Poly-
nesia’s indigenous populations arrived from the 
west, in several migrations – around the 4th cen-
tury AD for the Marquesas, the 8th century AD for 
the Society Islands (Spriggs & Anderson 1993) – 
and settled throughout the various archipelagos of 
what was much later to become a politically uni-
fied territory.  

If we limit ourselves to these indigenous popula-
tions, how many distinct languages are there in 
French Polynesia?  
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Before one can accurately answer this question, 
it is important to clarify what we mean with the 
term “language”, as opposed to “dialect”. Their 
number will vary depending on the criteria used in 
general to define these two notions, and on the 
way they are applied in the case of French Poly-
nesia. 

Each local speech tradition, which may be re-
ferred to by the neutral term communalect,41 con-
stitutes a linguistic system with its own lexical, 
syntactic and phonological characteristics. Whe-
ther a particular communalect should be defined 
as a dialect or as a language, depends on what it is 
being compared to. Thus, if communalects A and B 
are mutually intelligible, they will be referred to as 
DIALECTS (or varieties) of a single language; con-
versely, in the absence of mutual intelligibility, 
they will be considered two different LANGUAGES. As 
an example, French as it is spoken in Québec and 
French as it is spoken in Paris may still be consid-
ered as two dialects of the same language. Yet if 
these two varieties were to evolve separately, they 
could reach a point when they would cease to be 
mutually intelligible: they would then become two 
distinct languages – a bit like French and Spanish, 
which are two distinct languages in spite of a 
common origin. Note that in this example, Parisian 
French is both a dialect – when compared with 
Québec French – and a language – when compared 
with Spanish. 

This criterion of mutual intelligibility also ap-
plies, to a certain extent, in French Polynesia. Thus, 
the Tuamotu Archipelago is home to a large num-
ber of communalects with many similarities; de-
spite their minor differences, their speakers tend 
to understand each other. These local varieties can 
therefore be considered as dialects of a single lan-
guage – a language which can be called “Tuamo-
tuan” or, to use a local term, “Pa’umotu”. However, 
because a Tahitian speaker will hardly understand 
Pa’umotu, we can conclude that Pa’umotu and Ta-
hitian are truly two separate languages.  

Based on this criterion, it should be possible to 
group together certain communalects as dialects of 
the same language; and also, observe linguistic 
boundaries more clearly marked between different 
“languages”. Only the latter category should come 
into account in order to answer the question above 
(how many languages?) and thus get an idea of the 
linguistic diversity of the French Polynesia 
territory.  

                                                                 
41 See Pawley & Sayaba (1971), Geraghty (1983). 

This diversity is generally underestimated: in 
particular, the common tendency is to view the 
various language varieties spoken across the ter-
ritory as mere “dialects” – or even more wrongly, 
as “dialects of Tahitian” – when we are really deal-
ing with distinct languages. Even some linguists 
occasionally fail to acknowledge this diversity, as 
they pay more attention to similarities than to dif-
ferences across the territory. For example, in a 
synthetic overview of the Tahitian language, 
Louise Peltzer mentioned Rurutu, Pa’umotu and 
Marquesan under the heading “Dialects”, as though 
they were merely dialects of Tahitian. Even though 
she later used the term langues (‘languages’), she 
stated: “Il y a intercompréhension entre les lan-
gues de Polynésie française. (…) Les variations de 
langues à langues concernent surtout les con-
sonnes” (Peltzer 2011: 1195).42 In reality, it is 
impossible to speak of mutual intelligibility be-
tween Tahitian and, say, Marquesan or Mangare-
van, or to reduce their differences to a mere varia-
tion of consonants. The maps of this atlas will 
clearly show the extent of linguistic dissimilarities 
across the various languages of the territory. 

In reality, a reasonable estimate would be to 
count seven distinct Polynesian languages spoken 
in French Polynesia: Tahitian, Pa’umotu, Rapa, 
Austral, North Marquesan, South Marquesan, 
Mangarevan. Several of these “languages” are 
really “dialect clusters”, as each is in turn divided 
into several dialects or internal varieties: this is 
particularly true of Pa’umotu, the language of the 
Tuamotu archipelago, which consists of a network 
of different dialects.  

Map 3 represents these seven linguistic groups 
across the territory of French Polynesia. This map 
will also serve as a reference for the geographical 
terms quoted in the chapters of this atlas. 

It is difficult to find reliable sources for numbers 
of speakers. Official statistics exist (ISPF 2012) but 
are difficult to use, because they restrict their data 
to people aged “15 or more”; their numbers can 
only be used by extrapolation. For example, among 
the 268,270 people who constitute the territory’s 
global population, 202,825 are aged 15 or more; 
among the latter, the ISPF census counts 46,759 
who claim speaking Tahitian as their main lan-
guage – that is, 23.05 percent (to be compared to 
                                                                 
42 “There is mutual intelligibility across the languages of 

French Polynesia. (…) The differentiation from language 
to language is mostly a matter of consonants.” [my 
translation, A.F.]. 
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the 69.99 percent who claim speaking French, see 
p.72). Assuming the same proportion across all age 
groups, one can calculate that the speakers of Ta-
hitian total about 61,850.  

Other sources differ widely in their numbers. 
Table 5 lists the seven languages, together with an 
approximate number of speakers, as provided by 
two different sources:  

1) Leclerc (2012), except for Tahitian 

2) Lewis, Simons & Fennig (2014)  

In spite of the sometimes strong discrepancy 
between these figures, we will not here pick sides 
between the two sources. It will be up to future so-
ciolinguistic research to regularly assess the num-
bers of speakers for each language. In the mean 
time, the table provides some useful orders of 
magnitude. 

  

In sum, a first approximation – illustrated by the 
table and the map – would conclude that seven 
different indigenous “languages” are spoken within 
the archipelago, each being subdivided into several 
dialects. However, despite its apparent simplicity, 
this conclusion raises a certain number of ques-
tions. 

One difficulty regarding the contrast between 
language and dialect is that the boundary between 
the two is notoriously a matter of degree, and is 
difficult to define in any firm way. This is due to 
the fact that the criterion of mutual intelligibility 
can be subjective when dealing with two close 
communalects. Thus, the two major Marquesan 
communalects are different enough to have been 
considered by some authors (e.g. Lincoln 1981, 
Besnier 1992) as two separate languages, North 
Marquesan ( ) and South Marquesan 
( ); however, there is relatively good 

Map 3 – Languages and dialects of French Polynesia 
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mutual intelligibility between them, so that some 
may propose to see them as two dialects of a single 
language, “Marquesan”. Similarly, we consider it 
reasonable to treat Rapa as a language in its own 
right, but some people may prefer to link it to the 
Austral linguistic group. Conversely, it is debatable 
whether Ra’ivavae belongs to the same dialect 
group (a putative “Austral”) as Rurutu and Rimata-
ra, or whether it is a distinct language – as indeed 
will be suggested by the very maps of this atlas.  

Depending on the answers to these questions, 
the exact number of “different languages” tradi-
tionally spoken in French Polynesia may vary be-
tween five and eight.  

However interesting such a debate may be, we 
will not go further into the subject. Indeed, the role 
of a linguistic atlas is above all to show an image of 
the linguistic diversity of a given territory, through 
the observation of linguistic practices in various 
geographical locations. The issue whether some 
communalects may or may not be grouped to-

gether under a single “language” is a matter of 
secondary importance, and partly resides on sub-
jective or arbitrary decisions; this question needs 
not retain our attention here. Even though it may 
make sense, at a certain grain of observation, to 
speak of the “Pa’umotu language”, this is in fact an 
abstraction. In reality, such a language is really a 
constellation of dialects, admittedly mutually intel-
ligible, but nonetheless different and identifiable: 
the dialects of Napuka, of Reao, of Makemo, and so 
on and so forth (Map 3). Likewise, it is possible to 
describe the speech of Rapa in the southern Aus-
tral Islands, independently of the – somewhat idle 
– question of whether it is a separate language, or 
a dialect within a larger “language”.  

The very principle of a linguistic atlas is the ob-
servation of dialectal (micro-) variations, whatever 
status will subsequently be attributed to them. 
Further on in this book we will sometimes use the 
term “communalect”, sometimes “dialect” and at 
other times “language”, without this difference be-
ing essential to the reader. The choice made in this 
atlas is rather to provide detailed data on each of 
the dialects mentioned, with sometimes several 
survey points even within what is traditionally 
seen as a single dialect. To take just one example, 
the northern Marquesan area – usually understood 
as linguistically homogeneous – will be represent-
ed here by three distinct survey points: Nuku Hiva; 
Ua Huna; Ua Pou. While the number of distinct va-
rieties (languages, dialects) traditionally recog-
nized amounts to sixteen (Map 3), we therefore 
chose to document twenty different communalects 
(Map 4 p.81). Of course, this choice does not imply 
that we consider them to be twenty different lan-
guages. Simply, it is the role of a linguistic atlas like 
this one to acknowledge and represent the diver-
sity of all these local communalects – irrespective 
of whether they may or may not be subsumed into 
larger linguistic groupings. 

Linguistic atlases: history and principles 

While the enquiry into dialect geography had been 
foreshadowed in 19th century Germany (see Lameli 
2010), the first proper linguistic atlases were con-
ceived in France. The first volume, published in 
1910, was entitled Atlas linguistique de la France, 
jointly written by Jules Gilliéron and Edmond Ed-
mont (Gilliéron & Edmont 1903-1910). It did not 
claim to be a generic atlas – unlike the present 
work devoted to French Polynesia – but rather a 

thematic tool describing exclusively agricultural 
labour. Their aim was to document the lexicon of a 
then vanishing rural world. 

Devoted to the entire territory of continental 
France, that first atlas had to limit its references to 
activities shared by all provinces. The great inno-
vation of these atlases lay in representing regional 
variants of the same notion, not in the form of lists 

Table 5 – Languages and dialects 
of French Polynesia 

“language” speakers dialects 

(source 1) (source 2) 

NORTH  
MARQUESAN 

3900 6000  

SOUTH  
MARQUESAN 

3700 2700  

MANGAREVAN 2400 600  

PA’UMOTU 22,000 4000 Vahitu; Napuka; Fan-
gatau; Tatakoto; Reao; 
Marangai; Tapuhoe; 

Parata; (†Mihiroa) 

TAHITIAN 61,850 68,260  

AUSTRAL 6600  Rimatara; Rurutu; 

(†Tupua’i); Ra’ivavae 

RAPA 600 300  
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of words, but in the form of geographical maps – 
one map for each notion. 

One possible application of such a presentation 
is dialectology and geographical linguistics, inas-
much as it makes it possible to observe the exact 
geographical extension of a particular pronuncia-
tion, or of such and such term of vocabulary. An-
other interest may be ethnographical, as some 
maps clearly show the presence or absence of a 
particular technical item.  

Although missing from the title of that first atlas, 
the term “ethnographic” precisely became present 
– alongside the word “linguistic” – in the titles of 
most of the regional atlases published during the 
20th century: e.g. Atlas linguistique et ethnographi-
que du Lyonnais, du Poitou, de la Gascogne. Even if 
the current atlas is entitled Linguistic Atlas of 
French Polynesia, the ethnographical approach was 
constantly present in its conception. Hence, certain 
Polynesian objects or traditional techniques will be 
mentioned here – particularly in subsection 7 of 
the map section – together with explanatory notes.  

 

The first French linguistic atlas produced by Gil-
liéron and Edmont soon became an essential ref-
erence for anyone interested in regional varieties 
spoken in France, and similar work was under-
taken in neighbouring countries. Such work em-
phasized the dialectal diversity still present on the 
French territory, despite its growing linguistic 
standardization based on the French of Paris.  

Although the first linguistic atlas of France had 
succeeded in demonstrating the linguistic diversity 
still present on the national territory, it rapidly 
became necessary to complete it with more details. 
This situation gave rise to a vast project, under the 
aegis of the C.N.R.S., to produce “regional” linguis-
tic and ethnographic atlases. This research was 
carried out over two decades, from the beginning 
of the 1960s – at a time when the frantic moderni-
sation of agriculture was irrevocably spelling the 
end of ancestral methods and their associated so-
cial interactions. The regional atlas project contin-
ued until the beginning of the 1980s. Most of the 
regional atlases were published in several vol-
umes, and some of them are still in preparation 
today.  

But the fate of France’s regional languages had 
been sealed by the two world wars. During the 
1914-1918 war, “les Poilus” – French soldiers from 
the provinces and colonies – had to live together in 
the trenches, where the only possible lingua franca 
(contact language) was French. Those for whom 
this official language was essentially foreign at the 

beginning of the war, assimilated it as their main 
language and introduced it back home, as they re-
turned to their villages. Only those women who 
had stayed at home kept using the dialect among 
themselves. Later, the Second World War sounded 
the death knell for those languages, which were 
then referred to by the derogatory term of “patois”. 
To take the example of my (Jean-Michel Charpen-
tier’s) native Poitou, at the outbreak of war in 
1939, the regions bordering Germany were evacu-
ated, and refugees from the Ardennes were taken 
in by every town and village. The consequence of 
this brutal transfer of entire populations was to 
render the local dialect, “Poitevin”, inoperative 
beyond the intimacy of the immediate family circle. 
Numerous prisoners on their return home after 
five years’ captivity in Germany, were surprised to 
realize they were the only people who still wanted 
to speak their ancestral dialect in the village where 
they were born. 

The linguistic melting-pot caused by such sud-
den movements of populations had the effect of 
reinforcing the use of the dominant language, and 
eventually of dooming local languages to extinc-
tion. These are not isolated examples unique to 
Europe, but rather a universal tendency which can 
partly be transposed to French Polynesia. The 
same causes produce the same effects, and it is to 
be feared that Polynesia will in turn experience the 
process of linguistic levelling over the coming 
generations. As will be described in Section V 
(p.101), several dialects in the territory have de-
clined in similar circumstances throughout the last 
century. 

Despite the sheer amount of data presented in 
our atlas of French Polynesia, it can by no means 
be comprehensive. Certain terms relating to to-
pography, to local climates, to the specific flora of 
certain regions, or to certain local techniques, 
cannot all be included in a generic atlas, which 
covers the entire archipelago. In the same way as 
the general atlas of France was followed by re-
gional atlases, it would be preferable if regional 
linguistic works were published in the future, re-
flecting the specificities of each of the regions of 
French Polynesia. 

The situation is critically urgent, since many of 
our earlier informants have died over the past five 
years devoted to preparing this book. Also, in some 
regions, transmission from one generation to the 
next no longer takes place as much as it used to. 
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Principal steps in the elaboration of this atlas 

The elaboration process leading up to this atlas is 
complex. It can be summarized as a series of steps, 
each associated with a certain number of decisions 
which needed to be made. 

� Elaboration of the survey questionnaire:   
What questions should be asked in each dia-
lect? What vocabulary should be collected in 
priority? How can we guarantee the semantic 
coherence of the data collected from one 
dialect to another? What language should be 
used for the questionnaire, and in what lan-
guage should questions be asked in the field?  

� Choice of survey locations:   
Among the numerous islands of the French 
Polynesia territory, which of them should le-
gitimately be represented in the present at-
las? Which communalects (languages or dia-
lects) best represent the country’s linguistic 
diversity? What other considerations 
(whether sociolinguistic, historic or logistic) 
should prevail when preparing the survey’s 
twenty locations?  

� Field survey:  
How were the actual surveys conducted? 
Who were the actors involved? What difficul-
ties were encountered?  

� Consultation of previous publications:  
What references have already been pub-
lished on the different dialects we are dealing 
with here? To what extent did they enhance 
this atlas? 

� Presentation conventions:  
What spelling convention did we choose for 
our transcriptions? How were the results 
represented in map form? How is the atlas 
organized? How should it be consulted effi-
ciently? 

 
This process required a great deal of time and 

energy before its completion. In addition, each step 
required careful decision-making. It is precisely 
the aim of this section to detail the various choices 
made during the elaboration of this atlas. Let us 
begin, logically and chronologically, by the way the 
survey questionnaire was drawn up.  

Preparation of the survey questionnaire  

The essence of a linguistic atlas is onomasio-
logical.43 To begin with, one needs to draw up a 
long list of notions, regardless of any specific lan-
guage; the next step will be to observe how these 
notions are expressed in the different languages of 
study. For example, how does one say ‘smile’ or 
‘play’ in the various languages of French Polyne-
sia?  

This method requires absolute meticulousness 
so as to ensure that the questions asked in each 
dialect are exactly the same. This is why a unique 
survey questionnaire was needed, which would be 
both precise and as comprehensive as possible. 
Details of its conception were not straightforward: 
it had to be designed from scratch, in a methodical 
way. This survey questionnaire was to become the 
main tool for the collection of data on the field, but 
also the organisational principle for this atlas. Ex-
cept for a few minor changes, this questionnaire 
essentially coincides with the “ontology”, or se-
mantic taxonomy, around which the atlas maps 
will be organized.44 

In order to design my survey questionnaire, I 
first turned to the one I had prepared to compile 
the atlas of South Malakula, in Vanuatu (Charpen-
tier 1982). In doing so, I reproduced the thematic 
division into semantic fields, such as NATURAL FUNC-

TIONS (eating, sleeping, feeling, etc.), or ACTIVITIES 
(agriculture, fishing, games, etc.). This thematic 
presentation, through progressive refinement of 
each field, facilitates a precise semantic outline for 
each notion, through its contrast with similar 
terms or synonyms. During field surveys, this the-
matic classification enables informants to concen-
trate on a particular subject, which stimulates their 
memory. A classification in alphabetical order 
would have been less convenient for all concerned 
(and which reference language would have been 
chosen anyway?).45 
                                                                 
43 In studying semantics, the onomasiological approach 

goes from meaning to form, i.e. one starts from a particu-
lar concept, and queries for its linguistic translation in a 
given language. 

44 The ontology itself is presented in Section VIII p.113.  
The way it works is explained on pp.91 sqq. 

45 The reader can however find the data in alphabetical 
presentation, based on the three main reference lan-
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As I conceived the atlas, I chose to concentrate 
exclusively on the vocabulary, at the expense of 
grammar. I had indeed the intuition that the lin-
guistic diversity of French Polynesia manifested 
itself mostly at the phonetic and lexical levels, 
whereas languages of the area tend to be morpho-
syntactically much more similar. Another reason 
was the necessity to keep this project feasible, and 
thus to restrict it to a single domain. The choice to 
explore the lexicon in some depth made it difficult 
to also carry out a detailed comparison of gram-
matical systems, an endeavour which would have 
warranted an atlas of its own. As a result, the 
grammatical characteristics of the languages of 
French Polynesia (their tense-aspect-mood mark-
ers, prepositions, various particles and affixes…) 
had to be left for future projects.46  

One of the main differences between the linguis-
tic atlases already published and the current atlas 
as initiated by Louise Peltzer, is that it is a generic 
rather than a technical atlas. A generic atlas in-
cludes a large amount of everyday vocabulary, 
such as parts of the human body, universal or 
common actions, social relations.  

For some notions, the search for equivalent 
terms across languages did not present any par-
ticular problem: it was fairly easy to find a term for 
‘elbow’ or ‘sing’ in any dialect. Other notions, 
however, proved more problematic. This was the 
case, for example, for psychological terms corre-
sponding to feelings or sensations – many abstract 
notions, culturally specific, which often proved dif-
ficult to apprehend. With some consultants who 
had with a limited knowledge of French or Tahi-
tian, it was difficult to translate notions such as 
hope, fear, grudge, sorrow? In the case of material 
or concrete objects – the only kind adopted for the 
first atlases of France – these could be shown 
physically, or in a photograph, a drawing; but some 
areas of vocabulary proved to be a challenge. 
When I agreed to compile a “generic” atlas, I had 
no idea of the implications behind this choice.  

 

Another difficulty emerged during the surveys: 
the geographical and cultural diversity of French 
Polynesia. It is only possible to start working on a 
linguistic atlas if the region is one of relative cul-
tural unity. In a highly heterogeneous region, it can 
be difficult to identify a sufficient number of no-
                                                                                                 

guages, in the indexes at the end of this book. 

46  The second author however chose to add negative 
predicates (§6.8.2.8) as well as personal pronouns 
(§6.8.6). 

tions which would be shared by different lan-
guages, and include them as entries on maps of an 
atlas. Despite its relative cultural unity, French 
Polynesia presents a degree of diversity which had 
to be taken into account.  

Just to mention the geographical domain, the 
territory includes some high volcanic islands, some 
with reefs, others without; some are merely atolls, 
with ecosystems of their own. Due to these topog-
raphical differences, the compilation of a common 
vocabulary for geographical terms is a challenge. 
How does one say river in Pa’umotu, or reef in 
Rapa? Besides, the absence of reef on the latter is-
land entails a different marine fauna and specific 
fishing techniques, all with their own vocabulary. 
Flora varies according to latitude, causing different 
materials to be used by local craftsmen, and of 
course, all this has its own specific vocabulary. The 
same could be said of dance, song and other tradi-
tional activities which change from one archipel-
ago to another. These are all entire semantic fields 
which had to be set aside, because too specific to 
certain parts of the archipelago. These domains 
should be covered, in the future, by regional lin-
guistic atlases.  

Having ruled out all that was not shared across 
French Polynesia as a whole, some 4,000 entries 
were retained. However, even with apparently 
universal referents, the question arose of the 
cross-linguistic uniformity vs diversity of semantic 
categorizations. This problem was central when 
deciding which language to start with: should we 
design the questionnaire in French or in Tahitian? 
Despite what commonsense would suggest, the 
choice of Tahitian would in fact have brought more 
problems than solutions – due especially to the 
semantic organization of its lexicon.  

Indeed, the initial intention had been to use 
standard Tahitian vocabulary as a starting point 
for the surveys. However, the idea that each term 
in standard Tahitian should find its equivalent in 
all dialects across the archipelago soon proved to 
be wrong. Right from the very first field surveys in 
the Tuamotu, it became obvious that the strong 
tendency of Tahitian towards polysemy – the same 
word having several different meanings – made 
the choice of Tahitian inappropriate for compiling 
a linguistic atlas. Often, a Tahitian lexeme entry 
had in fact a number of significations (polysemy) 
which were not necessarily to be found in the 
other dialects of the archipelago; this could lead to 
confusions among the different speakers. For ex-
ample, the Tahitian word , depending on the 
context, means: "protuberance, abscess, lump, 
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ganglions", and has no exact equivalent in Tata-
koto; in the latter, the cognate form  means 
only ‘protuberance, lump’ whilst ‘abscess’ is , 
and ‘ganglions’ . Consequently, the strategy 
finally adopted was to analyse each of these Tahi-
tian lexemes into sub-meanings or senses – thus 
distinguishing ‘lump � ‘abscess’ � ‘ganglions’… 
Each of these senses, provided with a gloss in 
French, would become a potential entry in the 
questionnaire.  

During the field surveys, the majority of speak-
ers expressed the wish that the questions be first 
asked in French – and second, in the event of 
doubt, in Tahitian. French served as a neutral ref-
erence point, devoid of the ambiguities or 
polysemies characteristic of standard Tahitian, 
which would have interfered with local vocabu-
laires. Of course, French also had its own 
polysemies, but they were usually easily detected 
to speakers of Polynesian languages; whereas the 
polysemies found in standard Tahitian repre-
sented a real impediment to the speakers of 
neighbouring languages.  

Finally, whereas numerous semes from Tahitian 
terms became entries in the atlas, others had to be 
rejected, because they corresponded to a secon-
dary sense and did not always have an exact 
equivalent in other dialects. In the end, some 2250 
entries were retained for the questionnaire, as 
they represented notions that could easily trans-
late into the majority of Polynesian communalects. 
Except for a few adjustments posterior to the data 
collection, these entries correspond to the indi-
vidual maps displayed in the atlas. 

Because the second half of the atlas is devoted to 
the natural world (fauna, flora) and techniques 
(agriculture, fishing, navigation…), its content is 
more in keeping with traditional linguistic atlases, 
which were based on an easily identifiable object 
or technique. The use of specialized reference 
books on fauna or flora, with photos and illustra-
tions, considerably facilitated fieldwork in these 
domains (see pp.90-91).  

Choice of survey locations  

A linguistic atlas aims to emphasize not only unity, 
but also and especially the linguistic and cultural 
diversity of a given geographical area. Conse-
quently, the number and choice of locations for 
field surveys is of primary importance.  

The linguistic atlas I had compiled in the 1970s 
in South Malakula, Vanuatu (Charpentier 1982), 
had 19 survey locations; based on this past ex-

perience, I knew that 20 was the maximum a single 
researcher could handle, in a country deprived of 
reliable and regular transportation facilities. In 
Malakula, the most remote survey locations could 
be reached on foot within three days without too 
much difficulty; but it was quite a different story in 
French Polynesia. Any plan to double-check the 
data typically involves a long and costly trip, by air 
or by sea, and a stay of at least a week. And the 
linguist has little choice: for it is precisely in those 
isolated atolls – remote from Tahiti, and left out of 
common trade routes – that the ancient dialects 
are best preserved. Therefore, although it would 
have been tempting to give up certain dialects be-
cause of a difficult access, I determined not to ne-
glect any of the five archipelagos. I resolved to 
overcome the many obstacles in my way – the 
geographical immensity of the territory, the com-
plexity of the first questionnaires, my teaching du-
ties in Papeete – and kept my ambitious objective 
of 20 survey locations. 

An early stage in devising the atlas thus con-
sisted in selecting the various survey points – 
those which were to be represented on each map. 
Each selected location would mean that I would 
carry out fieldwork there during stays of four to six 
weeks, and fill out the questionnaire with the help 
of native speakers.  

In French Polynesia, the division among dialects 
has long been relatively well known. However, I 
chose to carry out a few preliminary surveys in the 
Tuamotus and Austral Islands, either because 
these areas were less well documented than oth-
ers, or because they had undergone considerable 
changes since the last publications. To begin with, 
the knowledge of the speakers themselves con-
cerning the linguistic diversity of their regions was 
a source of useful indications. However, during 
these preliminary steps, the linguist must bear in 
mind that most linguistic communities tend to ex-
aggerate the actual differences that exist between 
neighbours. I thus carried out micro-surveys of 
about a hundred words in order to evaluate the 
dialectal diversity of each archipelago, and observe 
to what degree Tahitian had influenced each area. 
In some cases, the decision to study a particular 
dialect was made later during fieldwork, as I ex-
plored the dialectal diversity of a given region. 

After consulting the Académies (Tahitian, Mar-
quesan), the leaders of cultural associations, as 
well as various individuals concerned with pre-
serving the Polynesian linguistic heritage, I first 
came up with an impressive list of potential survey 
locations. This list was the source for my final se-
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lection, based on a number of criteria, either lin-
guistic or otherwise. The primary criterion in the 
choice of survey points was scientific, in the sense 
that the list should be representative of the lin-
guistic diversity of the territory. Also, each of the 
five regional archipelagos was to be represented 
equitably. Other criteria, such as the logistics of 
fieldwork, would have to come next.  

The twenty survey locations chosen for this atlas 
were indicated on Map 3 (p.75), and are repeated 
in Map 4. These same survey locations will be 
listed again in Table 8 p.99. 

The Marquesas Islands 

In the Marquesas Islands, two main dialects are 
unanimously recognized: one in the three northern 
islands, and one in the four southern islands, with 
variations in each island (Map 3 p.75). A prelimi-
nary mini-survey revealed few differences be-
tween the speech of Hiva Oa and that of Tahuata: I 
therefore abandoned the idea of studying Tahuata 
separately, and preferred to record any singulari-

ties found there – often archaisms due to the is-
land’s greater isolation – in the form of footnotes 
to the maps. Altogether I chose five survey loca-
tions for the Marquesas: NUKU HIVA, UA HUNA, 
UA POU, HIVA OA, and FATU HIVA. 

The Tuamotu Islands  

With its numerous and scattered atolls which used 
to be more densely populated, the Tuamotu Ar-
chipelago always had the right conditions to en-
courage and maintain a large variety of dialects. 
Naturally, this archipelago took pride of place in 
this comparative study.  

In the 1930s, Stimson had undertaken the monu-
mental work of describing and documenting the 
dialectal areas observable at that time in the 
Tuamotu Archipelago. In his final work (Stimson & 
Marshal 1964), he identified eight dialects (see 
Map 3 p.75): Mihiroa and Vahitu in the north-west, 
Napuka and Fangatau in the north; Tapuhoe in the 
centre; Marangai in the south-east; Parata and 
Tematangi in the south. According to the author, 

Map 4 – The twenty survey locations chosen for the Linguistic Atlas of French Polynesia 
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these areas had been pointed out by the inhabi-
tants of the Tuamotus, and probably corresponded 
to ancient dialectal groups. In the absence of other 
references, Stimson’s classification naturally guid-
ed my own search for locations. However, as I car-
ried out my own survey, some atolls of the 
Tuamotus proved more easily accessible, or more 
interesting than those – often with very similar 
dialects – which had been chosen by Stimson. This 
is how Napuka was preferred over Tepoto, Reao 
over Pukarua, Fangatau over Fakahina, Amanu 
over Hao, Tureia over Nukutavake and Vahitahi.  

Some atolls had to be excluded due to their high 
degree of tahitianization, a phenomenon linked to 
their economic development. In the Mihiroa re-
gion, or in tourist-plagued atolls such as Rangiroa, 
Tikehau, or Ahe, Tahitian has supplanted the local 
Pa’umotu dialects, and trying to find speakers of 
the local dialects would have been a challenge in 
those areas. 

Conversely, the economic development of cer-
tain islands, whilst representing a potential source 
of tahitianization, is also correlated with an easy 
access in terms of transportation; this is a consid-
erable advantage, which must not be neglected. 
For this reason, I decided to include the densely 
populated atoll of Makemo. The development of an 
important pearl farming industry has allowed the 
islanders to remain there rather than emigrate to 
the capital Papeete. Of course, the presence of for-
eign families on the pearl farms, as well as the exis-
tence of a secondary school, could have led to a 
high level of linguistic tahitianization, thereby 
overshadowing the ancient Pa’umotu dialect in 
people’s memories. But in fact, as I studied the lo-
cal language, I realized that the influence of the 
Tahitian lingua franca was only partial, mostly re-
stricted to phonology and semantics. Usually the 
terms specific to Pa’umotu dialects were still 
known, despite an increasing competition with 
their Tahitian equivalents.  

During my stay in the Makemo area, I was able to 
collect data on the dialect of the neighbouring atoll 
Raroia, which showed some notable differences 
from Makemo. Even though the two dialects are 
tied to a single survey point (#11), our maps will 
always indicate, in footnotes, the cases when 
Makemo and Raroia were different. 

The atolls of Takapoto and Takaroa were ex-
plored during two separate visits of more than two 
weeks. I found the work difficult on Takaroa, 
where native speakers are nowadays scarce, lost in 
a continuous flow of exogenous workers. Taka-
poto, conversely, after having been a highly impor-

tant pearl farming centre – just like its sister Ta-
karoa today – is to a large extent no longer part of 
the pearl industry. The few elderly Pa’umotu who 
still know their “Vahitu” language and culture are 
pleased to spend their time saving their ancestral 
cultural heritage. 

In all, I chose nine survey locations for the 
Tuamotu Archipelago: ANAA, MAKEMO–RAROIA, TA-

KAPOTO-TAKAROA, NAPUKA, FANGATAU, AMANU, TATA-

KOTO, REAO, TUREIA NUKUTAVAKE–VAHITAHI.  

The Gambier Islands 

Given their geographical situation, their cultural 
past, and the originality of their language, which 
shows well known connections with the remote 
dialects of the Marquesas, a research visit to the 
Gambier Islands was essential. I therefore set off 
for Rikitea, the micro-capital of this archipelago, 
situated on the island of MANGAREVA. 

The Austral Islands 

For someone living in Tahiti, forming an opinion of 
the linguistic situation in the Austral Islands is an 
impossible task. Reference is constantly made to 
the island of Tupua’i (often called “Tubuai”), the 
administrative centre of the archipelago, where 
the only language in use today is in fact Tahitian. 
As a consequence, received knowledge in the capi-
tal has it that all five islands of the Austral Archi-
pelago also belong to the Tahitian-speaking area. 

In spite of this misconception, many Tahitians 
living in the capital Papeete admit that they have 
difficulty understanding their neighbours from 
Rurutu. Others will mock the language of the peo-
ple from Ra’ivavae, and the frequency of the con-
sonant / / – a velar stop similar to a hard ‘g’ in 
French or English, and a very rare phoneme in 
Polynesian languages. It quickly became obvious 
that the Austral Islands warranted separate sur-
veys. I therefore chose three survey locations: RU-

RUTU (+Rimatara), RA’IVAVAE, and RAPA. 

During an early stay in Rurutu, as I was begin-
ning the survey, I realized how difficult it was for a 
non-native to transcribe this language. This was 
essentially due to the pervasive presence of the 
glottal stop / /. I therefore called on Mrs Voltina 
Roomataaroa-Dauphin, an official translator for 
the territorial administration and native of Rurutu, 
to complete the first half of the questionnaire, with 
the help of her mother who still lives on the island. 
A second stay allowed me to fill the inevitable gaps 
inherent in that first draft, and compare it with the 
dialect of the neighbouring island Ra’ivavae. Three 
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weeks on Ra’ivavae sufficed to fill in the rest of 
questionnaire.  

The island of Rapa (known locally by the name of 
Oparo) is particularly isolated, and can only be 
reached by sea. I was only able to spend there 
twelve days – combining an outward journey 
aboard the Tahiti Nui, the official school pick-up 
boat, and a return journey aboard the Tuha’a pae, a 
commercial schooner serving Rapa every two 
months on average. A bible translator and member 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (S.I.L.), Pau-
lus Kieviet, also stayed at Rapa for a short time. On 
his return we swapped our data: he published a 
short lexicon incorporating the findings from my 
own surveys (Kieviet et al. 2006), and I partly used 
his documents in the Rapa lists of this atlas. This 
work was subsequently completed and corrected 
with the help of people from Rapa, “exiled” per-
manently or temporarily in Tahiti. 

The Leeward Islands 

The Leeward Islands ( ) are generally 
recognized as Tahitian-speaking. However, Louise 
Peltzer, herself a native of this archipelago, ex-
pressed the desire to conduct another survey loca-
tion here. I thus chose to work on the speech of 
MAUPITI, sometimes described as strange or con-
servative. 

In this predominantly “tahitianophone” area, the 
main point was to record the odd phonological and 
semantic variations which exist between 

 and  (the variety of Tahitian 
spoken in Tahiti itself). I searched for a speaker 
familiar with both variants, and aware of the (few) 
differences between the two. I called upon Mrs 
Lana Tuheiava – a native of Maupiti and student at 
the University of French Polynesia in the

section, and as such well acquainted with 
linguistic matters. She helped me fill up the ques-
tionnaire with her family. On reading the data she 
sent me, various questions arose, especially in 
terms of phonology, so I carried out a further sur-
vey for two weeks in situ. 

The investigation on Maupiti was mostly carried 
out for the first half of the atlas. As for the second 
half, I had to focus my fieldwork research on the 
most remote areas of the territory, in such a way 
that Maupiti appears to be absent from sections 7 
to 10 of the atlas. 

The field surveys 

On completion of the first two stages of this work, I 
had compiled a complete lexical questionnaire for 

the atlas, and identified the 20 survey locations for 
the languages I wanted to study. My job from that 
point on was to cross these two dimensions: iden-
tify, for each dialect, the vernacular term corre-
sponding to each notion of the lexicon. The actual 
data collection could then begin.  

Native speakers and researcher:  
two complementary roles 
Of course, this research would be impossible 
without the help of native speakers.  

The mother tongue, or first language, is the one 
in which each individual has the most accumulated 
knowledge. A sixty-year old native speaker who 
has always lived in his or her native community 
will probably have learnt the language through 
contact with the generation of grandparents or 
even great-grandparents. Such a potential infor-
mant will have internalized the majority of 
changes and shifts which any language undergoes 
over the course of a century. Some lexemes will 
have disappeared; others will have progressively 
fallen in to disuse, but still remembered as archa-
isms. Others will only be found in set phrases or 
expressions, and so on. The memory of all these 
changes is acquired naturally by the native 
speaker, who is the only person with an intuitive 
knowledge of what is “correct” or “normal” in the 
language. During surveys, the native speaker will 
respond to the best of his knowledge, first giving 
priority to contemporary usage, and then men-
tioning archaic or marked variants. 

Although the help of native speakers is indis-
pensable to a successful field survey, the choice of 
the consultant largely eludes the researcher, who 
often must leave this choice up to the populations 
concerned. Over the last two decades, the creation 
of various cultural associations and Académies has 
led to the creation of a dense network of people 
attached to the preservation of the rich local cul-
tural heritage of French Polynesia. A researcher 
looking for consultants may turn to these institu-
tions. These individuals, who feel so passionately 
about their language and culture, do their utmost 
to supply rapid and relevant answers, often an-
ticipating the additional questions before they are 
even asked by the linguist. 

In some cases however, the impressive linguistic 
culture of the consultants may turn out to be dou-
ble-edged. As speakers of several languages and 
trustees of a complex cultural legacy, they are of-
ten subject to external influences. The linguist 
must be vigilant of such possible influences, always 
ready to identify loanwords, interferences and 
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anachronisms, so as to help the speakers’ work of 
memory. Linguistic elicitation of this kind is really 
a team effort. 

The linguist’s role in compiling this atlas should 
therefore not be underestimated. I have often 
heard the myth – widespread in modern-day 
Polynesia – that a language should only ever be 
described by the speakers themselves. For the love 
of their language and culture, many  – 
natives of the country – consider they are neces-
sarily in the best position to carry out such schol-
arly work as compiling dictionaries, even without 
any prior training. However, just because one 
speaks a language and knows the culture associ-
ated to it, does not necessarily make them a lin-
guist – someone trained in the analysis and de-
scription of language structures. For example, 
speakers are not aware of their own language’s 
phonological system; only a linguist trained in 
phonological theory can come up with an exact 
description. The same would apply to the analysis 
of the grammar or of the lexicon.  

In such a complex sociolinguistic environment as 
French Polynesia, where highly similar dialects are 
often intermingled, the external point of view of a 
professional scholar, although by no means infalli-
ble, can prove more accurate than that of a native 
speaker with no linguistic training. Writing a dic-
tionary requires long years of study and solid 
training in lexicography.  

For example, one of the misconceptions held 
sometimes by certain erudite speakers is to think 
of spoken language as derived from its written 
representation; or to consider that the oldest form 
reconstructible for a language coincides with its 
earliest records in writing – in the case Tahitian, 
this corresponds to a time depth of just about two 
centuries. In reality, historical linguistics have 
shown that modern Polynesian languages can be 
traced back to an ancestral language called “Proto-
Oceanic” – an unwritten language spoken in Mela-
nesia in the Bismarck Archipelago more than 3000 
years ago. This kind of knowledge is not naturally 
inherent to the native speaker, and needs to be 
learned.  

Another well-known phenomenon is folk etymol-
ogy – spontaneous inferences that speakers tend to 
suggest to explain the origin of a word in their own 
language, and which are often erroneous or unre-
liable. Claude Teriierooiterai, a Tahitian cultural 
officer keen on historic linguistics, quite rightly 
points out the risks of folk etymology, in the in-
troduction of a book currently in preparation. He 
quotes the word , a sacred place of worship 

in former Polynesian society, which a local erudite 
analysed as  ‘clean’ +  ‘forehead’. In fact, 
this etymology is inaccurate, as suggested by the 
length of the vowel . Only comparativist linguists 
are able to understand, thanks to their research 
and documents, that the true etymology of  
is a Proto-Oceanic form *malaqai “open space in a 
village”, also at the origin of the word ‘village’ in 
certain Melanesian languages.47 As this example 
shows, etymologies cannot be inferred solely from 
knowledge of a single language, however deep and 
detailed this knowledge may be. Research in his-
torical linguistics – to which linguistic atlases also 
contribute – involves the comparison of various 
languages, often beyond modern political 
boundaries. 

Of course, native speakers can acquire the aca-
demic training necessary to take up the role of 
linguist. One thing I regret after five years devoted 
to research and teaching in French Polynesia, is 
that I was unable to convince local students – some 
of whom were brilliant – to pursue their higher 
education up to PhD level, and dedicate themselves 
to research on the languages and cultures of their 
own country. Unfortunately, the few experienced 
linguists living on the territory tend to abandon 
research – partly due to a lack of academic careers 
– and choose instead a career in teaching or poli-
tics. 

Dialects on the decline 

In the field, the ideal way to fill up the question-
naire would be to bring together native speakers, 
men and women of all generations, and wait for a 
consensus to emerge from their discussions. But 
this ideal is seldom achieved. Among the many 
factors which make data collection arduous, is 
sometimes the difficulty for the speakers them-
selves to agree among themselves on a particular 
translation. My earlier experience, both profes-
sional and personal, proved helpful in overcoming 
these difficulties.  

Every language, every dialect evolves and un-
dergoes transformation through everyday usage. 
The conjunction of external factors (language con-
tact, cultural change) and of internal factors 
(sound change, analogy, etc.) causes languages to 
change with each generation. The only limit to 
these changes is the necessity for mutual intelli-
gibility between individuals within a group.  

                                                                 
47 See Green & Pawley (1998:63). 
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But in the case of dying languages, the frequency 
of communication events become scarce and far 
apart, for want of speakers, or because younger 
generations have left their native island in search 
of modern life. As the former unity of the speaker 
community crumbles, individuals sometimes only 
have their own memories to relie on when trying 
to remember their own language. 

As an example, in a village of my native region, 
Poitou, only an elder would still call a hollow trunk 
a furote, a word the other villagers had stopped 
using. Similarly, my grandmother often blamed my 
grandfather for being an old raguenassoux 
(’grump’) – a word I would look up in vain in many 
dictionaries of French dialects. It was only later 
that I found it, during a stay at the Laval University 
in Québec. The word was cited once in the large 
dictionary Trésor de la Langue Française au Qué-
bec: while it had disappeared from my Poitou dia-
lect, the word had survived in the French dialects 
of Canada. In my family, whilst our dialect was 
fading fast in favour of the more prestigious Pari-
sian dialect, my father and I enjoyed keeping it up; 
yet often we realized that we were using the same 
terms with very different meanings. This may be 
explained by the fact that I had learnt the dialect 
from certain old people who remembered expres-
sions mostly used in their own familiar circle. As 
there was hardly a living language community any 
more, these isolated uses survived in the memory 
of some individuals’, yet with many discrepancies 
from one speaker to another. 

This personal experience helped me understand 
the divergence that I sometimes observed among 
the Polynesian speakers I questioned. Indeed, it 
often happened that during cultural meetings held 
to identify the best translations for the atlas, de-
bates dragged on endlessly among speakers, 
without reaching an agreement as to the meaning 
of a particular old word. As a living repository of 
their own family’s linguistic legacy, participants 
would attempt to convince each other that their 
idiolect alone was authentic. This is fully under-
standable, and we should bear in mind that these 
associations are composed of volunteers – indi-
viduals who care about their linguistic and cultural 
heritage. But these disagreements often increased 
the difficulty of the linguist’s task. A corollary of 
these discrepancies across speakers may be a few 
minor differences or inconsistencies between oth-
erwise very similar dialects. 

Only in the Marquesas, in Hatiheu on the island 
of Nuku Hiva, did I witness the ideal linguistic 
meeting of a fieldworker’s dreams. Mrs Yvonne 

Katupa, deputy mayor, brought together compe-
tent informants. Under her authority, those who 
could not attend the following work session always 
sent a replacement. During the debates, “Mama 
Yvonne” naturally voiced her opinion and used her 
charisma to bring back into line anyone tempted to 
veer off into minor digressions or over-personal 
interpretations.  

Elsewhere, because of the very few potential in-
formants available, I sometimes opted for surveys 
with a single informant, or two discussing to-
gether. In all events, their responses were always 
checked at a later stage with a local erudite or 
some other member of the community reputed to 
be competent in a specific domain. During field-
work, the linguist must constantly bear these pa-
rameters in mind, and learn to weigh responses 
which may be biased by all these elements.  

Choosing the right contact language 
For the first time in my career, after several dec-
ades of fieldwork, I sometimes found myself un-
sure of which contact language I should choose for 
my interviews.  

The Marquesas Islands have had a long history of 
learning to speak French – ever since schooling 
was introduced there by the Catholic fathers. As 
for the Austral Islands, it soon used Tahitian as its 
second language, as early as the 19th century. Con-
sequently, in most of the islands I visited, I was 
able to use either French or Tahitian as a contact 
language. This, however, was not the case every-
where.  

It is a widely shared idea to contrast the linguis-
tic unity of Polynesia against the heterogeneity of 
Melanesia. This long-standing, oversimplistic con-
trast prevails to this day, and leads to the wide-
spread belief that in French Polynesia, knowledge 
of any one local language allows one to be fully 
understood by the entire population. The situation 
is in fact more complex. Although it is true that 
numerous islands are heavily influenced by Tahi-
tian, other more remote populations do not master 
at all the language of Tahiti, which to them remains 
foreign.  

What about French? I have already mentioned 
that informants often preferred being questioned 
in French – for fear that questions in Tahitian 
would prevent them from thinking directly in their 
dialect. And indeed, French became the main lan-
guage in which I would carry out my linguistic in-
terviews. However, in some remote islands of the 
Tuamotus – Napuka, Fangatau, Tatakoto, Reao – 
this solution was not always possible, for the sim-
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ple reason that French was not sufficiently well 
known by all my interlocutors. 

Indeed, although all communities throughout 
this immense territory are provided with modern 
infrastructures (electricity, dispensaries and 
schools) the process has nonetheless taken time. 
Most of the French public schools opened in the 
eastern Tuamotus around the mid 1960s, and the 
last school to be inaugurated dates back to 1974 in 
Tureia. Today, natives of these islands aged over 
fifty – those who often constitute the best language 
consultants – practically never went to school, and 
hardly speak any French. Admittedly, the Catholic 
fathers spent a few months each year teaching 
what they could, enough for the elderly Pa’umotu 
to know the alphabet, and be able to write down 
their own dialect. However, their knowledge of 
French was insufficient to handle the semantic 
subtleties I needed to prepare the atlas. 

Conducting surveys in Tahitian in these areas 
would also have been a source of error, of ap-
proximate understanding, and (phonetic or se-
mantic) interferences – especially since Pa’umotu 
elders have only a partial, passive knowledge of 
Tahitian, largely due to the common origin of the 
languages. Unable to resort to French or to Tahi-
tian, I found myself, for the first time in my career, 
with no lingua franca or contact language at my 
disposal. I was therefore obliged to call on the 
younger generation, who are still able to under-
stand the dialect while also mastering French, to 
serve as my interpreters. Such an approach, which 
implies a series of questions and answers, shifting 
back and forth from one language to another, made 
it necessary to reinforce the checking procedures 
for the final responses. 

  

Critical review of existing publications 

Although it is true that a general reference book 
covering the entire territory has been lacking for 
French Polynesia, credit must be given to the nu-
merous works which have been published in the 
past, devoted to specific languages or dialect areas.  

In comparison with other Pacific regions such as 
Melanesia, publications on Polynesian languages 
came out early in time, almost as early as the first 
contacts with the European world. This is the case, 
in particular, of Tahitian itself, but also of other 
languages or dialects under study in this atlas. 
Consultation of these precious documents has 
played an essential role in the preparation and re-
vision of our own data. 

  

List of major references 

I will briefly mention here two very old Tahitian 
dictionaries: one by Rev. H. Davies (1851) and the 
other by Mgr T. Jaussen (1898).48 However vener-
able these works are, it is not essential to analyse 
them here, because their contents have been re-
produced in publications by later authors.  

I benefited greatly from a thorough analysis of 
the following sources: 

– the contemporary lexicon of Tahitian  
by Y. Lemaître (1995) 

                                                                 
48 All references are listed in our reference list (p.81). 

– the dictionary of the Académie Tahitienne 
(1999) 

– the Marquesan dictionary  
by Mgr Dordillon (1904)  

– the one by Mgr Le Cléac’h (1997)  
for the same language 

– the one by Stimson & Marshall (1964)  
for the Tuamotus Archipelago  

– the lexicon by Stokes (1955)  
for the Rapa language 

– the lexicon by Hatanaka & Shibata (1982)  
for the Reao dialect 

– the Mangarevan-French dictionary  
by Rensch (1991) 

 
I will present each of these publications briefly, 
and show to what extent they have nourished our 
linguistic atlas. 

Generally speaking, for each entry of the atlas, I 
have made sure to consult all the relevant publica-
tions, to compare them with my own data from the 
field. This enabled me to observe which words had 
become obsolete, and which had changed their 
meaning over time. Each time these comparisons 
represented some linguistic interest, I chose to in-
clude these remarks in the atlas, in the form of 
notes under each map. 

By comparing today’s data with those collected 
in previous centuries, the reader can appreciate, 
for example, the linguistic influence of Tahitian 
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upon the other vernaculars of the territory.49 
Thus, for some dialects today, one finds certain 
terms which were not present in the older sources; 
these are generally recent loans, a sign of how tahi-
tianization is expanding across the territory.  

I will now examine each work separately. 

Lexical resources for Tahitian 

To some extent, the language of Tahiti enjoys pride 
of place in this atlas, insofar as it is featured at the 
top of each map, alongside the French and English. 
However, from the point of view of dialect compar-
ison, which is the object of the current atlas, Tahi-
tian is just one of the twenty dialects under study. 

Whenever I had doubts regarding the spelling of 
a Tahitian term or its meaning, I first checked the 
Lexique du tahitien contemporain by Yves Lemaître 
(1995). The dictionary of the Académie Tahitienne 
(1999) was also helpful to double-check meanings 
and control orthography of Tahitian headwords. In 
case of a remaining doubt, I would occasionally 
consult Prof. Peltzer, in her capacity as a linguist 
and the instigator of this project.  

Lexical resources for 
the Marquesas Islands 

Dordillon (1904) 

The book written by Mgr I.-R. Dordillon, Grammaire 
et dictionnaire de la langue des Îles Marquises, 
(1904), leaves much to be desired in terms of 
grammatical analysis. Just like many of his con-
temporaries with a classical background, the au-
thor analysed Marquesan using the grammatical 
categories of Latin or Ancient Greek as a yardstick. 
This being said, one may to this day be impressed 
by the precision of its lexical data – often unverifi-
able nowadays – as well as by their transcription. 

Published posthumously in 1904, this work had 
begun in the middle of the 19th century, and con-
tinued over more than forty years. Much to Dor-
dillon’s credit is the recognition that Marquesan 
(at least in the southern variety he described) has 
what he called an “accent”, which he situated as 
emerging from the glottis – that is, what modern 
linguists would call a “glottal stop”. Long before 
phonology had been established as a science, he 
had understood one of its key concepts: the rele-
vance of certain phonetic features in contrasting 
words. Dordillon cites several words of distinctive 
meaning, differentiated according to whether the 
                                                                 
49 See pp.95 sqq. concerning the process of tahitianization. 

vowel was “accentuated” – that is, preceded by a 
glottal – or not. He intuited that this accent always 
marked “the elision of a consonant”; today, one 
would say that this glottal stop is itself a conso-
nant. Finally, he rightfully observed that there are 
no diphthongs in Marquesan.  

For each entry of the atlas, I checked the "Dor-
dillon". This work was facilitated by the fact that 
this dictionary was both Marquesan-French and 
French-Marquesan. 

Le Cléac’h (1997) 

In the 1980s, Mgr H. Le Cléac’h, Bishop of the Mar-
quesan Islands, fell in love with these islands and 
their inhabitants – so much so that, after a short 
stay in a retirement home in his native Brittany, he 
decided to return to “the Land of Men” – the Mar-
quesas – and spend there the rest of his life.  

Le Cléac’h took advantage of his perfect knowl-
edge of the Marquesan language and its variants to 
update Mgr Dordillon’s 1904 dictionary. This gave 
rise to the publication, in 1997, of his Lexique 
Marquisien-Français, “Pona tekao tapapa ‘ia”. This 
work is far more than a mere update of Dordillon’s 
dictionary, considering the many additions and 
enhancements provided by Le Cléac’h. Using a 
more systematic approach than his predecessor, 
he indicates for each word the place where it is in 
use, thereby revealing dialectal variants.  

Le Cléac’h recognizes the importance and the 
status of the glottal stop, which he transcribes with 
an apostrophe. This modern, systematic transcrip-
tion gives this phoneme a precise value, which he 
defines as “an important consonant with regard to 
the sense and etymology of the term”. Unfortu-
nately, despite the major part that this author 
played in the cultural renewal of the Marquesas, he 
was not followed on this by the Marquesan Acad-
emy; for some obscure reasons, the latter pre-
ferred to go back to an ancient transcription which 
is untenable from a phonological point of view – 
that is, the transcription of the glottal stop as a 
diacritic over the following vowel (see p.92). 

As far as this atlas is concerned, my own surveys 
greatly benefited from careful reading of Mgr 
Le Cléac’h’s dictionary. In the few instances where 
my data differed from his, I have indicated this in 
notes to the maps.  

Lexical resources for the Tuamotu Islands 
Stimson & Marshall (1964) 

Given the surface area and linguistic diversity that 
prevails, the Tuamotu Archipelago required the 
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greatest number of survey locations for this atlas – 
nine in total (see the discussion p.81 sqq.). This 
area required constant checking with existing 
sources – mostly Stimson & Marshall’s dictionary 
(1964) A Dictionary of some Tuamotuan Dialects of 
the Polynesian Language.50 Out of print for many 
years, it was republished at the end of 2008, unal-
tered. 

This book, with its impressive 623 pages, is dis-
concerting in that it is a only a one-way Pa’umotu-
English dictionary, and has no reverse index Eng-
lish-Pa’umotu. Who is it meant for? With no index 
in French or English, consulting it is a challenge for 
anyone who is not a speaker of these dialects – 
whether a Tahitian, or a European linguist. The 
potential number of readers of such a book is 
therefore quite reduced.  

In practice, the only way to search for a word is 
to guess the form it might have based on standard, 
regular phonological correspondences with words 
of Tahitian. This means betting on the existence of 
a Pa’umotu lexeme stemming from the same ety-
mon as a term already known in other regions. 
This procedure, imposed by the structure of the 
dictionary, is both complicated and metho-
dologically risky.  

As an example, knowing that the Tahitian glottal 
stop / / usually corresponds to / / or / / in 
Pa’umotu (see Table 6 p.93), the only way to find 
the word ‘dog’ in the dictionary would be to take 
the Tahitian form  and calculate a Pa’umotu 
equivalent *  or * . Of course a form  
annotated ‘dog’ can be found in Stimson’s dic-
tionary, but only attested in Fakahina; the same 
dictionary specifies that one finds the form  
elsewhere in Raroia, Takume, Anaa, Hao, Amanu, 
Makemo and Fangatau. Guessing that  in Tahi-
tian corresponds to  in several Pa’umotu dia-
lects is by no means obvious. This method makes it 
even more difficult to find forms that have nothing 
in common with Tahitian, such as the other word 
for dog,  or  (trancribed  by 
Stimson). Likewise, starting from Tahitian  
‘head’, it may be possible to calculate the form 

 – indeed found in some Tuamotu Islands – 
but there would be no way to guess that the most 
frequently used terms in this region, for the 
meaning ‘head’, are  and . 

Such a procedure, very different from classical 
dictionaries, limits drastically the use which may 
                                                                 
50 I will regularly refer to this book through its main author, 

Stimson. 

be done of such a massive lexicographical work. In 
order to incorporate Stimson’s data into my own 
work, I had no choice but to read his whole dic-
tionary four times, line by line, to find out what 
entries were shared, or different, across our two 
databases. 

Stimson had no training in neither anthropology 
nor linguistics. First an architect, he then worked 
in the insurance industry; he was only given lim-
ited teaching duties at the Bishop Museum Institute 
in Honolulu, and later at Yale University. His fine 
musical ear, his fascination for Oceanic languages 
and cultures, and – according to his coauthor D.S. 
Marshall – his natural aptitude for learning other 
languages, were qualities that made him a self-
taught scholar. But this did not prevent him from 
having certain preconceived ideas which proved 
detrimental to his research. Thus, Stimson went in 
search of what he called “classical” Pa’umotu – a 
language which he thought existed before being 
“corrupted” from outside contacts. In reality, the 
people from Tuamotu have always been in cultural 
and linguistic contact with the surrounding atolls; 
and no archipelago, especially in Polynesia, can be 
a closed world.  

Stimson was not interested in describing the 
dialects as they were actually spoken in their daily, 
contemporary usage, but in collecting what he 
considered to be a “classical”, pure Pa’umotu lan-
guage, even if it meant eliminating or cleaning up 
certain terms heard in the field. This preconcep-
tion led Stimson to reject everything he felt to be 
“modern” words. For example, he would eliminate 
all words with a glottal stop / /, which he consid-
ered an intrusion from Tahitian. Consequently, it is 
difficult today to judge whether his description of 
Pa’umotu truly corresponds to the language spo-
ken in the 1920s and 1930s, or whether it is a ver-
sion which he himself rewrote so as to match what 
he considered to be genuine Pa’umotu. Stimson 
chose to privilege a collection of those rare, ancient 
terms, which at the time appeared to be on the 
verge of disappearing.  

Lacking linguistic training, Stimson transcribed 
by relying exclusively on his musical ear: this led 
him to distinguish as many as seven different 
vowel lengths! Fortunately, when writing up the 
final draft, his coauthor Marshall reduced this 
number to two (short vs long vowels). Another 
similar problem is that Stimson confused syllabic 
stress and vocal length, two things which should 
be distinguished. This resulted in clumsiness and 
errors in the transcription of Pa’umotu dialects. 
Unfortunately, some of Stimson’s transcription er-
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rors have been taken over by the cultural associa-
tion " ". 

Having said this, Stimson can still be lauded for 
his tour de force of compiling such an impressive 
lexical “database” – as we would call it today. This 
immense corpus was compiled in just a decade, 
often with no institutional funding. Moreover, the 
surveys must be resituated within the context of 
the Pa’umotu zone of the 1920s and 1930s, when 
only schooners would visit the atolls, more or less 
regularly. Stimson would make the best of his stays 
– several days, sometimes weeks – in each place. 

During the course of my fieldwork, I was able to 
confirm that many of the terms which Stimson at-
tributed to one atoll or another are still in use – 
sometimes expanded to a larger area. I was able to 
check Stimson’s data down to the smallest detail, 
including rare or taboo vocabulary. His book con-
tains so many terms of a sexual connotation that I 
began to doubt the existence of these entries, and 
subsequently of the credibility of the work as a 
whole. In parallel, I was hearing unfavourable 
judgments on Stimson’s work, in this puritanical 
Polynesia where any reference to sex is often 
frowned upon. Anxious to get my own idea of 
Stimson’s work, I decided to submit the vocabulary 
in question to two native speakers of Marangai in 
their eighties. I was highly surprized to learn that 
all those terms collected by Stimson – despite the 
taboo weighing upon them – were absolutely cor-
rect and still recognized today. Given the mirth and 
applause with which these two ladies greeted 
every one of the very numerous terms dealing with 
sexuality, I had to admit that Stimson’s work was 
truly a reliable reference – and that Tuamotu soci-
ety has changed considerably.  

For each entry in the atlas, Stimson’s data, which 
complete my own surveys, have been comprehen-
sively added in the notes. Stimson identifies cer-
tain entries as GTN, for “General Tuamotuan” 
(which may also be referred to as pan-Pa’umotu or 
pan-Tuamotu); this corresponds to terms shared 
by all dialects in this archipelago. The author 
specifies in his introduction that he did not carry 
out any actual study as to the general character of 
these terms; as a result, this GTN label sometimes 
reflects his intuitive or subjective judgment. In the 
present linguistic atlas, we will point out in notes 
those cases where a lexeme has been qualified as 
GTN by Stimson, even if this notion should be in-
terpreted with caution.  

Other archipelagos 

The reader of this atlas may detect a lack of bal-
ance in the distribution of notes alongside each 
map, due to an irregular bibliography for some 
dialects. The plethora of data Stimson compiled for 
Pa’umotu contrasts with the scarcity of old sources 
for Rapa or Reao – or other dialects, for which ab-
solutely nothing existed.  

Stokes (1955) 
The only extant publication on Rapa is a brief lexi-
con published by Stokes in 1955, in the Journal of 
the Polynesian Society. Data had been collected 
much earlier, between 1920 and 1922, which gives 
us an idea of what the language was like at this 
time.  

Far from being generic, Stokes’ lexicon contains 
essentially technical terms. Out of 750 lexemes re-
tained, at least half relate to nature, plantations 
and fishing. Consequently, my own field research 
had to provide new data for many terms. 

Hatanaka & Shibata (1982) 
Reao is known to us through a publication by the 
Japanese linguist Norio Shibata, following a pluri-
disciplinary research mission led by S. Hatanaka. 
During a three-month systematic linguistic survey, 
Shibata collected a wide sample of the lexicon of 
the Reao dialect – as many as 3000 words.  

In a short introduction, the author describes the 
process of "Pa’umization" (increasing expansion of 
Pa’umotu) and the ensuing "tahitianization". No 
reference is made of the importance of French, 
despite the fact that it had been taught in schools 
and was the language spoken for years by the 
military stationed on Reao. This oversight suggests 
that Shibata’s contacts were restricted to ex-
changes with his four informants, and with the 
other members of the scientific mission in which 
he was taking part.  

I compared Shibata’s lexical data with the results 
of my own surveys on Reao. Any divergence is in-
dicated in the notes.  

Rensch (1991) 
As far as Mangarevan is concerned, this atlas in-
cludes data published in 1991 by Karl Rensch, in 
his Dictionnaire Français-Mangarévien. The com-
parison with my own data was considerably facili-
tated by the fact that this dictionary is both Man-
garevan-French and French-Mangarevan. 

Rensch’s work largely builds upon a dictionary 
published in English in 1899 by Edward Tregear. 
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The latter had in fact never set foot on Mangareva 
but had acquired a manuscript from the diocese of 
Papeete, written by a missionary fifty years earlier. 
While it is true that Rensch used Tregear’s dic-
tionary, he also incorporated former sources, a 
Mangarevan grammar published in 1908, plus 
some vocabulary found in the archives of the Sa-
cred Heart Congregation in Rome. Unfortunately, 
Rensch does not clearly distinguish between the 
words he collected himself in the field, and those 
he took from older sources.  

As for the other dialects, this atlas points out the 
differences between my own data and those of 
Rensch. As I no longer had the time or funds to 
travel to Mangareva myself to do this comparison, 
I asked Paul Labbeyi and Father Auguste Carlson – 
both natives of Mangareva, and undisputed spe-
cialists of the language – to kindly replace me in 
this task, which they accepted. We extend our sin-
cere thanks to them both. 

Reference books for fauna and flora 

The lexicons and dictionaries just mentioned were 
useful for most of the lexical domains addressed in 
our atlas. This being said, the Sections 9 and 10 of 
our taxonomy, being dedicated to fauna and flora, 
were considerably helped by a different type of 
bibliographical resource, namely, naturalist books. 
These thematic works proved indispensable, both 
in the selection of entries of the questionnaire, and 
during our fieldwork surveys. 

The many pictures and drawings found in these 
books enable a fast identification of species. Faced 
with a set of fish photos, a fisherman from the 
Tuamotus will quickly recognise which species live 
in his waters and which ones he has never seen. He 
will readily cite the name of the fish he knows – 
even in the more complex cases when a single spe-
cies has several names depending on growth stage, 
sex or habitat. 

The search for fauna and flora terminology often 
depends on the peculiar ecology of each archipel-
ago. Located away from all landmasses, French 
Polynesia has relatively few bird species. Some 
isolated islands saw the development of a few en-
demic species, which are therefore not repre-
sented elsewhere. An atlas such as this one is 
meant to focus on those species which are wide-
spread across the whole territory – yet these cases 
are actually rare. The same could be said of the 
flora: many a plant that grows in the steep valleys 
of the Marquesas Islands will be absent from the 
Society or the Austral Islands – let alone from the 
coral atolls of the Tuamotus, whose physical char-
acteristics are so distinct. 

Shells and molluscs 

� Shells of Tahiti. 1984. B. Salvat & C. Rives. 
Papeete: Les Editions du Pacifique. 391 pp., 
446 figs. (ISBN: 9782857001829). 

This is a relatively old publication (1984). When 
our atlas was in preparation, the French version 
was out of print, but we were able to use the Eng-
lish version in the field. The systematic use of sci-
entific identifications for each species made our 
work easier. 

When it comes to shellfish, the lexicon usually 
consists either of generic terms, or of species that 
are culturally regarded as “useful”. Informants 
would typically identify shells they would use for 
fishing, or as ornaments; otherwise generic terms 
would be proposed. 

The Guide des coquillages marins, published for 
the first time in 2008, later helped confirm or re-
fine our data: 

� Guide des coquillages marins: plus de 1000 
espèces des mers du monde. 2008. G. Lindner. Les 
guides du naturaliste, Delachaux et Niestlé. 
319 pp. (ISBN: 9782603018217). 

Birds 

� Manu : les oiseaux de Polynésie. 1999. Fontaine, 
P. ; O. & J. Fossati ; V. Mu-Liepman ; P. Raust ; 
Y. Vernaudon. 2e édition. Collection Survol. 
Papeete: Au Vent des Îles. (ISBN: 9782909790060). 

This 63-page little manual had all the qualities re-
quired to help the bird survey in the field. The 
most widespread species across French Polynesia 
are featured in colour pictures. Each species is 
identified with its scientific name, as well as its 
French and English vernacular names. Sometimes 
it included information on the species’ location. 

A second book, Oiseaux du Fenua, came out in 
2007, well into our field survey period. Thanks to 
its greater detail, it could be very useful for writing 
a dictionary or a specialised linguistic atlas; it was 
useful to us for the last round of proofreading. 
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� Oiseaux du fenua: Tahiti et ses îles. 2007. Anne 
Gouni, Thierry Zysman, Jean-Marc Salducci. 
1re édition. Taravao (Tahiti): Téthys éditions. 
(ISBN: 9782951190054). 

Fish 

� Guide des poissons des récifs coralliens. 1995. 
E. Lieske & R.F. Myers. Les guides du naturaliste. 
Delachaux et Niestlé. (ISBN: 978-2603009826). 

In spite of its small picture plates, this pocket book 
turned out to be much handier to use on the field 
than the more classic 1972 publication in the field: 

� Poissons de Polynésie. 1972. Raymond Bagnis; 
Philippe Mazelier; Jack Bennett; Erwin Christian. 
Papeete: Les éditions du Pacifique.   
(ISBN: 978-2603009826). 

In principle, this 1972 book was perfect for our 
survey: it was targeted at French Polynesia, and 
often included the species’ names in Tahitian 
(more or less well transcribed). But the book was 
out of print, and no library would accept to lend it 
for fieldwork. This is how I ended up opting for the 
1995 pocket book instead. 

During my fieldwork years, another publication 
on fish came out:  

� Guide des poissons de Tahiti et ses îles. 2006. 
Bacchet, Philippe, Thierry Zysman & Yves 
Lefèvre. 2006. Nature et Environnement 
d'Océanie. Papeete : Au Vent des îles.  
(ISBN: 978-2915654093). 

This book builds upon the same species inventory 
as the Guide des poissons des récifs coralliens 
(1995) mentioned above. Indeed this is the inven-
tory I used for the survey questionnaire, and which 

is given in the final atlas. While this book came out 
too late for the surveys, it was useful for the last 
round of proofreading. In particular, a useful fea-
ture was the translation of each species name into 
French and English – a major advantage for our 
trilingual atlas. Also, another useful addition of the 
2006 edition was the geographical location of each 
species, sometimes down to the level of individual 
islands. 

Plants 

As we started our project in 2004, we were able to 
find only one plant reference book with illustra-
tions. This was a detailed scholarly work on phar-
macopoeia: 

� Plantes utiles de Polynésie : Raau Tahiti. 1986. 
PÉTARD, Paul ; Robert & Denise KOENIG ; Gilles 
CORDONNIER. 1986. Papeete : Haere pō no Tahiti. 
(ISBN: 978-2904171062). 

Our survey questionnaire also found some inspira-
tion in existing dictionaries, specifically this one: 

� Dictionary of Polynesian Plant Names. 2008. 
RENSCH, Karl H. & Arthur W. WHISTLER. Archipela-
go Press Canberra, Australia and Isle Botanica, 
Honolulu, USA.  

Finally, a new book came out in 2008: 

� Guide des arbres de Polynésie française : Bois et 
utilisations. 2008. BUTAUD, Jean-François, Jean 
GÉRARD & Daniel GUIBAL. Nature et Environne-
ment d’Océanie. Papeete : Au Vent des îles.   
(ISBN: 978-2915654379).  

While this monograph came out too late for our 
field surveys, it was helpful for the last stage of 
double-checking our data. 

Phonologies and transcription 

The phonological systems of Polynesian languages 
are relatively simple. They have few consonants – 
between eight and ten in French Polynesia – and 
none are particularly complex in terms of articula-
tion. As to vowels, they are equally straightfor-
ward, with a syllabic structure always of a form CV 
(consonant + vowel). 

Transcription conventions  

This simple phonology makes the transcription of 
these languages rather easy. To a large extent, it is 
even possible to use the transcription system 

widely used by linguists – the International Pho-
netic Alphabet (I.P.A.) – while still remaining ac-
cessible to the non-linguist reader. Certain tran-
scription decisions have nonetheless proven nec-
essary, implying some adjustments to the I.P.A.  

Vowels 
The Polynesian languages represented in the atlas 
all have the same five vowels: , , , , . The con-
trast between short and long vowels exists in all 
languages, but some variations from one language 
to another can be observed. 
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As far as vowels go, only the transcription of 
their length, contrasting short from long, could 
have been a problem. In the I.P.A., length is ex-
pressed by one or two dots after the vowel: [a] 
short vowel, [aˑ] or [aː] long vowels. Another way 
to express vowel length is to add a horizontal line, 
called “macron”, above the vowel ( , , , , ). As 
this written form is commonly used for Polynesian 
languages, and is widely known in French Polyne-
sia, this is the one we have chosen for this atlas. 

The velar nasal 
In the I.P.A., the velar nasal is transcribed by the 
grapheme <ŋ>: thus, the English verb sing will be 
transcribed [sɪŋ]. Based on this international writ-
ten form, the Pa’umotu term for ‘person’ will be 
transcribed . This written form is well 
known among linguists the world over, but not 
necessarily by the lay reader. A decision had there-
fore to be taken as to which phonetic symbol 
should be used in the atlas: should we attempt at a 
more transparent convention, understandable to 
everyone? 

In many languages throughout the world, this 
phoneme is transcribed by the digraph <ng>: thus 
the word [taŋata] quoted above in Pa’umotu could 
be transcribed * . However, this convention 
is ambiguous, particularly for French or Tahitian 
speakers who do not have this nasal phoneme in 
their language. When these readers see a written 
form such as , they often tend to pro-
nounce it *tang-gata [taŋgata], or worse *tan-gata 
[tɑ̃gata] in the French way, which is disastrous. It is 
the duty of a reference book such as this to avoid 
such ambiguities. 

Another possibility would have been to adopt 
the letter <g>, which is used in some Polynesian 
languages to indicate the nasal [ŋ]. In fact, this con-
vention was adopted in French Polynesia by the 
first missionaries in the 19th century to transcribe 
Mangarevan. This choice was made possible be-
cause the voiced velar stop [g] does not exist in 
this language, thus excluding any risk of confusion. 
This same written form was also chosen by the 
cultural association " ", head-
ed by Jean Kape, to transcribe the various Pa’umo-
tu dialects. According to this written form, the 
Pa’umotu word [taŋata] should be written * . 
However, here again, the disadvantage of such a 
transcription is the ambiguity it creates for the 
majority of readers who are not familiar with the 
equation <g>=[ŋ]; the risk of pronouncing it in the 
French way *[tagata] should be avoided at all 
costs. 

In addition to this last point, we are faced with a 
major issue: one of the territory’s dialects, Ra’iva-
vae (#18 on the maps), includes among its phone-
mes the voiced velar stop [g] – this is precisely one 
of its peculiarities. Thus, the word ‘life’ (in Tahitian 

) is  in Ra’ivavae, with a stop [g]. 
The letter <g> should be used to transcribe the [g] 
sound in this dialect – which naturally rules out its 
use to transcribe the nasal [ŋ] on the same maps.  

Consequently, we chose to use the typographic 
sign <ŋ> from the International Phonetic Alphabet 
to transcribe the velar nasal consonant – irrespec-
tive of local spelling traditions. Thus, the term 
‘human being’ in Pa’umotu will be transcribed 

, the only transcription left free of ambigu-
ity. Even if some readers are unfamiliar with this 
sign, this is not necessarily a problem, since it 
brings to their attention the existence of a special 
phoneme which does not exist in better known 
Tahitian or in French. 

The glottal stop 

Another phoneme is famous for the issues of tran-
scription it raises: the glottal stop, transcribed <ʔ> 
in the I.P.A. A consonant in its own right, this 
sound is traditionally known in Tahitian as , 
and in local French by the name “coup de glotte”. 

Very common in Tahitian, this consonant is tran-
scribed differently according to traditions and in-
dividuals. 51  Some, for instance Turo Raapoto, 
transcribe it using a system of diacritics over the 
following vowel – for example pour [taʔi] ‘cry’, 
or  for [ʔoːfaʔi] ‘stone’. According to that 
orthographical system, known locally as the “Raa-
poto code”, the glottal stop will be left unwritten 
whenever it occurs between two vowels of the 
same quality: thus [taʔata] ‘person’ is transcribed 

 (and not * ), with no visual cue what-
soever to signal the presence of the consonant. 
Though such a system may be considered visually 
elegant, it should be banned from a reference book 
such as this atlas because it is opaque and difficult 
to handle for the non-initiated. Moreover, it leads 
to confusion as to the nature of the glottal stop, 
which instead of being shown as a full consonant, 
appears to be a mere characteristic of the follow-
ing vowel. From a phonological viewpoint, this is a 
wrong interpretation. 

The most widely accepted transcription for the 
glottal stop is the one recommended by the 
Académie Tahitienne: that is, the consistent use of 
                                                                 
51 The Académie Tahitienne (2003) distinguishes as many 

as 14 different transcription systems in competition. 
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the apostrophe < > – or reversed apostrophe < >52 
– either before a long or a short vowel. One of the 
advantages of this transcription is that it indicates 
clearly the exact place where the glottal consonant 
is pronounced, and does not interfere with vowel 
length: thus, [taʔata] is transcribed , and 
[ʔoːfaʔi] . This apostrophe creates no particu-
lar ambiguity, and can therefore be adopted in this 
atlas, instead of I.P.A. <ʔ>, which would have hin-
dered the non-linguist. 

Regular correspondences 
between dialects 

The list of consonants differs among languages of 
French Polynesia. For example, the sound / / is 
widespread in the territory, but does not exist in 
Tahitian. Their number also varies: ten distinct 
consonants are found in Rapa53 or in Pa’umotu 
dialects, but only nine in Tahitian, eight in Rurutu 
or Ra’ivavae. These are among the languages with 
the least number of consonants in the world (Mad-
dieson 2008). 

As the atlas maps show, one can establish regu-
lar correspondences between consonants of the 
various dialects. For example, a / / in Pa’umotu 
                                                                 
52 This reverse apostrophe is sometimes referred to, in 

English, as ’okina, after a Hawaiian term. 

53 In Rapa, the phoneme /h/ was frequent, and is today 
maintained in certain lexemes – especially so in family 
names and place names. One obvious example is Haurei, 
the name of the island’s main village. 

will regularly correspond to a glottal stop in Tahi-
tian: e.g. PAUM  = TAH  ‘canoe’; PAUM 

 = TAH  ‘sprain’. Table 6 shows the regu-
lar correspondences between consonants found in 
the various Polynesian languages represented in 
this atlas.54 The first row of the table also indi-
cates the correspondences between the conso-
nants of the modern languages and those of Proto-
Polynesian – the language that linguists reconstruct 
as the common ancestor to all the Polynesian lan-
guages of the Pacific.55 We will simply point these 
out here, without further discussion.56 

From a phonological point of view, the most 
conservative languages are those in the eastern 
part of them territory (Pa’umotu, Mangarevan). 
Conversely, Rurutu and Tahitian ( ) have 
forms which are phonetically more “eroded”. For 
example, while the more conservative Pa’umotu 
dialects have preserved the distinction between 
/ / and / / (e.g.  ‘hear’), Tahitian has 
merged these two consonants into a glottal stop 
                                                                 
54 The second column of the table (#) indicates the number 

code of corresponding dialects on the maps. The last 
column (C) indicates the number of consonant phonemes 
in each language’s inventory. 

55 See for example Pawley (1966), Besnier (1962), Biggs 
(1978), Marck (2000:24), Walworth (2012).  

56 Note that only the most regular correspondances are 
noted here. Some exceptions are also found, such as the 
presence in some words – possibly loanwords – of unex-
pected consonants (e.g. some Marquesan words showing 
/r/, some Rurutu words with /h/, and so on). 

Table 6 – Regular correspondences between consonants of French Polynesian languages 

Proto-Polynesian # C 
N Marquesan   

Nuku Hiva 1 / / 9 

Ua Huna 2 / / / 9 

Ua Pou 3 / 9 

S Marquesan 4-5 / / / 9 

Maupiti 6 / / 10 

Tahitian 7 / 9 

Pa’umotu 8-16 / 10 

Rurutu 17 / 8 

Ra’ivavae 18 8 

Mangarevan 19 9 

Rapa Iti 20 / / 10 
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/ / (e.g. ). Similarly, the word ‘armpit’ is 
 in Tatakoto, but  in Tahitian. 

As suggested in Table 6, the glottal stop in Tahi-
tian mostly corresponds to the phonemes / / and 
/ / in the more conservative languages spoken in 
the eastern regions. However, in some rarer cases, 
the Tahitian glottal corresponds to other conso-
nants, such as / / or / / (Table 7). 

Conversely, the glottal stop found in other lan-
guages of French Polynesia does not always cor-
respond to the same consonants of the conserva-
tive languages – see Table 6. Thus, in Marquesan, 
the glottal / / usually corresponds to a liquid / / 
in other languages: e.g. PAUM  ‘hear’ 
= HIVA OA . In Mangarevan, the glottal / / 
matches the / / of its neighbours: e.g. PAUM 

 ‘rock (a baby)’ = MANG . In Rurutu, the 
glottal / / may correspond to four different con-
sonants in conservative languages ( , , , ): PAUM 

 ‘scent’ = RURUTU ; PAUM  ‘crown’ 
= RURUTU . 

Cases of interference between dialects 

Without going into the details of each dialect, it 
may be useful to mention a few recurrent phe-
nomena which allow us to understand today’s 
variants and their probable evolution. We will 
discuss here the problem of glottal stop conso-
nants / / and their written form; the question of 
long vowels, as well as their reduplication in the 
Pa’umotu dialects.  

It is not uncommon to find both long and short 
vowels that vary freely within the same word in 
the same dialect. I happened to be working with 
informants in Northern Tuamotus, a father and his 
son, and found that one pronounced many long 
vowels where the other had short vowels. Con-
cerned about my own hearing capacities, I asked 
two Tahitian native women to transcribe what 
they heard – they noted the same variations I had 

perceived. In some cases, the reason for this varia-
tion may be the influence which the the dominant 
language Tahitian plays upon the Pa’umotu dia-
lects. Thus in Tahitian,  signifies “blind”; in 
certain Pa’umotu dialects (Fangatau, Reao), ‘blind’ 
will be translated  or , according to 
the degree of exposure to Tahitian. Likewise, Stim-
son already noticed many free variations in Pa’u-
motu in the 1930s, such as “night”,  or  – 
whereas only the latter form exists in Tahitian.  

For some words, one notices a correlation be-
tween the glottal stop in Tahitian and a long vowel 
in eastern dialects. Thus, the Tahitian lexeme 

 ‘to lean against’ has been borrowed into 
Napuka and Makemo, becoming ; similarly, 
the Tahitian  ‘move, play’ has become  
in Makemo. One likely explanation for this corre-
spondence (vowel length – glottal stop) is that 
these reflect processes of phonological adaptation 
(or nativization) of loanwords. Because the glottal 
consonant does not exist in Pa’umotu dialects 
(see Table 6), it disappears from loanwords; the 
sound effect of the glottal in Tahitian is rendered in 
Pa’umotu by lengthening the vowel. 

Another connection links the glottal stop and 
vowel length, this time in the Marquesas. The glot-
tal consonant, very common in dialects in Southern 
Marquesas (Hiva Oa, Tahuata, Fatu Hiva), tends to 
disappear from the speech of the very elderly, to 
the point of being barely audible; it is hard to know 
whether it should be considered a consonant in its 
own right. In some lexical items, the weakening of 
the glottal stop seems to have triggered the length-
ening of the following vowel. This is the case for 

 ‘retain, keep’, which is often rendered [na.iː]; 
or  ‘hairstyle’ [pa.eː]. This being said, the glot-
tal stop is still heard in stressed syllables, i.e. gen-
erally on the penultimate. Thus, the word
‘to be happy’ is pronounced [e.ka.ʔeːka]: the glottal 
is silent word-initially, yet still audible under 

Table 7 – The Tahitian glottal corresponds to several phonemes in Pa’umotu dialects 

 TAHITIAN 
form in  
Pa’umotu 

dialect of  
Pa’umotu 

person TATAKOTO 
molar TATAKOTO 

axe TATAKOTO 
rake TATAKOTO 

fishing rod TATAKOTO 

nail NAPUKA 
attach, bundle REAO 

wash in water, rinse ANAA 
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stress, correlated with the lengthening of the fol-
lowing vowel.  

On the island of Hiva Oa (Marquesas), my elderly 
informants, who have been influenced very little 
by Tahitian, have maintained an original pronun-
ciation, quite different from the phonetic rules of 
Tahitian. Thus, in Hiva Oa, all syllables are de-
tached:  ‘to quarrel’ is pronounced in four 
syllables [to.to.u.a] and never *[to.to.wa]; in the 
same way,  ‘big’ is pronounced [nu.i]. When a 
lexeme is formed by reduplication, stress falls on 
the penultimate syllable:  ‘stone platform’ 
[pa.e.ˈpa.e];  ‘suspend’ [ta.u.ˈta.u]. Nowadays, 

the young Marquesan generation – by “hyper-
correction” under Tahitian influence – tends either 
to pronounce groups of vowels like a diphthong, or 
separate the vowels with a glottal consonant which 
was not there originally. Older Marquesan speak-
ers regret the disappearance of their language’s 
phonetic characteristics, due to the influence of the 
dominant language.  

These contact-induced phonetic variations may 
result in new phonetic trends in the future. Also, 
they partly account for some inconsistencies in our 
transcription of some forms – in particular, those 
involving the glottal stop, or long vowels. 

Organization and use of the Linguistic Atlas 

We will conclude this introduction with an expla-
nation of how this linguistic atlas is organized. The 
present introductory chapter will be followed by 
two detailed chapters entitled Sociolinguistic his-
tory of French Polynesia (Section V), and Multilin-
gualism in French Polynesia: Past and future 
(Section VI). These chapters present the social and 
historical background of the atlas itself.  

The semantic taxonomy 

The central part of the atlas itself begins with the 
ontology, or “semantic taxonomy” (Section VIII).  

Figure 5 – Major sections of this atlas  

Part I – The human body; natural functions 
1.  The human body 
2.  Natural functions 

Part II – Life, health, body care 
3.  Life, health, illness and disability 
4.  Body care, clothing and adornment 
5.  Position and movement of the body 

Part III – The individual, the society 
6.  Life course, social exchange 

Part IV – Material culture 
7.  Techniques, material culture 

Part V – The environment 
8.  The natural environment 
9.  Fauna 
10.  Flora 

 
 
 

This taxonomy describes the semantic organiza-
tion that underlies the 2253 entries of this atlas. 
The whole volume consists of five main divisions, 

which are in turn articulated into ten sections 
(Figure 5). 

This organization into ten main sections in turn 
gives rise to further thematic subdivisions. Fig-
ure 6 (taken from p.127) illustrates the typical 
semantic tree that obtains within a given section.  

The lowest level within each sub-section indi-
cates, on the right-hand side, the number of dif-
ferent entries for this category. For example, the 
subsection 2.4.1.3 “External manifestation of feel-
ings” contains 9 distinct entries (Figure 7). 

Figure 6 –Subdivisions within the linguistic atlas 
(sample) 

2. NATURAL FUNCTIONS 
2.1. Nutrition 

2.1.1 … 
2.1.2 … 

2.2. Breathe 

2.3. Rest; sleep 

2.4. Sensations, senses 
2.4.1. Sensations 
2.4.1.1. Physical perception of the outside world 9 
2.4.1.2. Physiological needs and reactions 11 
2.4.1.3. External manifestation of feelings 9 

 
 

Thus, the entry SMILE may be identified by a 
number code (2.4.1.3–3 in this example). This 
number code will be used, for example, in the 
finderlists. The code appears on top of the corre-
sponding map. The order of the maps throughout 
the atlas follows the logical order suggested by 
these references, as determined by the semantic 
organization of the taxonomy. 
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Figure 7 – Individual entries in each sub-section 
(sample) 

2.4.1.3. External manifestation of feelings  

–  9 entries  
(1) laugh 

(2) burst out laughing 

(3) smile 

(4) joy 

(5) praise 

(6) cry – weep 

(7) sob 

(8) tear 

(9) lament (s.o./s.th.) 

 
The taxonomy in Section VIII indicates the logical 

organization of the atlas as a whole, and effectively 
constitutes its Table of contents. As for the detailed 
list of all entries, it is given separately, in Section IX 
p.133. The reader can also simply refer to the titles 
which appear on the maps themselves. Finally, one 
can retrieve an entry alphabetically using the 
finderlists at the end of the volume, either from 
French, English or Tahitian. Thus, for the entry 
smile in the English index, the reference 2.4.1.3–3 
refers to the corresponding entry/map. 

The maps 

A total of 2253 entries are presented in this atlas. 
Each entry has its own linguistic map.  

How the maps were produced 
Without burdening the reader with technical de-
tails, it may be useful to summarize the technical 
steps we took in the creation of the maps. 

The various sessions spent by the first author 
(JMC) in the field resulted in the creation of a bulky 
Winword document (2230 A4 pages in total), using 
legacy fonts and ad hoc formatting. The second 
author (AF) then undertook the conversion of this 
file to a Unicode-encoded structured text file, with 
all fields labelled using appropriate (Xml-like) tags. 
The resulting structured file was in turn made 
compatible with the format of Toolbox, the data-
base programme distributed by the SIL (Summer 
Institute of Linguistics), and used by many linguists 
for the handling of linguistic data. 

After a long process of cleanup and corrections, 
this Toolbox file became the reference database for 
the second step in the creation of the atlas. The 
2253 entries were converted into a set of URL links 
– one URL per map – which were processed using a 

programme we wrote. First, a Php script incorpo-
rated each entry into a MySql database, and then 
fed it into a second script. The latter was written 
using ActionScript 2 (processed by Adobe Flash), 
and designed to dynamically produce a vectorial 
map incorporating the lexical data and footnotes 
for every entry. The resulting map, formatted us-
ing a CSS stylesheet, was printed to EPS – in order 
to preserve its vectorial design – and, after proof-
ing and editing, was finally added to the volume. 

It is desirable that a future edition of such an at-
las should make the most of the recently devel-
oped electronic formats. In the case of the present 
atlas, when it was planned around 2003, its insti-
gator Prof. Peltzer was contemplating a traditional 
publication in the form of a printed book. The 
preparation of this volume was thus carried out 
with such a format in mind, including numbered 
pages, indexes, tables of contents… The decision to 
opt for an electronic book in Open access came 
much later, and the original format was main-
tained throughout completion. 

 

How the maps should be read 
Each map will resemble the example shown in 
Figure 8. 

Each entry is first identified by its number code, 
above the map. As explained above, this reference 
consists of two elements: on the one hand, its posi-
tion in our semantic taxonomy (Section VIII); on 
the other hand, following the dash, is the sequen-
tial number of this entry within this sub-section. In 
the example given here, the entry QUENCHED–
APPEASED is the fourth entry/map within the sub-
section 2.4.1.2 of the taxonomy, entitled “Physio-
logical needs and reactions”; the latter, in turn, be-
longs to section 2.1.4 (see Figure 6 p.95).  

The headers on each map show the title of each 
entry in three languages: French, Tahitian and 
English. The map itself provides the translation of 
the word or phrase in the title, in each of the 
twenty dialects under study. Each form is placed as 
close as possible, geographically, to the island or 
atoll concerned.  

Quite logically, the survey point #7, which refers 
to Tahitian, usually coincides with the term of the 
same language given in the title – except in the 
case of additional variants. For the same notion, 
the various words or phrases used in the terri-
tory’s languages can easily be compared. Thus, in 
the example quoted, where Tahitian says , 
the equivalent in Mangareva (#19) is  or

. 
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Figure 8 – A sample map  
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Footnotes 
An asterisk * in the vernacular expression refers to 
a bilingual explanatory note (French-English), un-
der the map.  

Each note is preceded by one or several figures, 
in reference to the dialects concerned: in our ex-
ample, the first note concerns dialects 1, 2 and 3 
(Northern Marquesan). These notes aim to provide 
additional information relating to the form or its 
meaning (e.g.  ‘be enough, sufficient’), or to 
give a literal translation for complex expressions – 
as in the first note. Footnotes also indicate those 
cases when a word is borrowed from Tahitian, or 
from a European language (French, English, Latin, 
Ancient Greek). 

Another function of these notes is to indicate the 
variants collected by authors of earlier publica-
tions: thus, the note referring to Mangarevan #19 
quotes the dictionary by Rensch. Likewise, foot-
notes referring to the various dialects of Pa’umotu 
will often cite the forms and definitions found in 
Stimson’s “Tuamotuan dictionary” (see p.87). In 
doing so, we made a point of reproducing the 
forms conforming to Stimson’s own orthography – 
including his idiosyncratic use of the dot to appar-
ently indicate the syllable boundary in certain 
forms (see map 1.1.2–1), or his use of hyphens for 
enumerations in definitions (e.g. 5.1.6–1). In all 
cases, the source is clearly identified,57 and the 
original text (French or English) is translated so 
that the notes become all bilingual. 

Often, the different sources – whether different 
speakers or different bibliographical sources – 
suggested several variants or synonyms for the 
same dialect. These variants are separated by a 
sign ‘~’. Their order is meaningful: as far as possi-
ble, it reflects the hierarchy indicated by the 
speakers themselves, by first indicating the most 

                                                                 
57 See the discussion p.28 sqq., as well as the bibliography 

p.81. 

commonly used forms, or those which best match 
the meaning in question; followed by less common 
or more remote synonyms. In the example given 
here, language #12 (Anaa) may translate the no-
tion QUENCHED–APPEASED in three ways: either as an 
expression , or using the words  or 

. In the specific case of , the symbol ‘(†)’ 
means that the word, while still in use at the time 
of Stimson’s survey, has now fallen into disuse, to 
the point that modern speakers don’t even recog-
nise it today. 

The conventions used in notes include: 

– (†): this form is found in bibliographical references, 
but is no longer recognized by modern speakers 

– (‡): this form is recognized by modern speakers, but 
described as archaic or obsolete 

– (GTN): this form is given as “General Tuamotuan” 
by Stimson [see p.89] 

– Rim.: the form in Rimatara, when it differs from  
Rurutu 

The twenty dialects chosen as survey locations 
are identified by a constant number code. For ex-
ample, location #12 will always correspond to the 
dialect of Anaa, location #19 to Mangarevan, and 
so on. The numbering system for the dialects is ar-
bitrary; it follows an essentially geographical prin-
ciple, from north to south, and from east to west. 
These twenty locations were already shown on 
Map 3 p.75, and are summarized here in Table 8. 
The column ‘SECONDARY SURVEY’ indicates the name 
of a close-by island or atoll, whose dialect suffi-
ciently resembles the dialect of reference to be in-
cluded in the same survey location (e.g. Makemo ≈ 
Raroia). When the secondary dialect differs from 
the dialect of reference, this is indicated in the 
notes. 
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Table 8 – Summary of the twenty survey locations. 

# location secondary survey language,  
dialect cluster 

archipelago 

1. Nuku Hiva  NORTH MARQUESAN Marquesas 

2. Ua Huna  " " 

3. Ua Pou  " " 

4. Hiva Oa  SOUTH MARQUESAN  " 

5. Fatu Hiva  " " 

6. Maupiti  TAHITIAN Leeward Islands 

7. Tahiti  " Windward Islands 

8. Takaroa/Takapoto  PA’UMOTU Tuamotu 

9. Napuka  " " 

10. Fangatau  " " 

11. Makemo Raroia " " 

12. Anaa  " " 

13. Tatakoto  " " 

14. Amanu  " " 

15. Reao Pukarua " " 

16. Tureia Vahitahi " " 

17. Rurutu Rimatara AUSTRAL Austral Islands 

18. Ra’ivavae  " " 

19. Mangareva  MANGAREVAN Gambier Islands 

20. Rapa (Oparo)  RAPA Austral Islands 

 
 




